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Executive Summary
The purpose of this document is to carry out a first analysis of the market for ELECTRIFIC, as
well as the first actions towards its standardization. As market analysis is an essential part of the
launch and operation of a product or service, it is mandatory therefore of identifying the potential
of use of ELECTRIFIC.
The market study is a systematic investigation based on the collection and analysis of data
related to the main characteristics of the market to which the product is directed. It consists of
the identification and analysis of potential clients, stakeholders, competitors and complementary
initiatives. In the case of ELECTRIFIC will take into account the different conditions for energy
and electric vehicle markets in certain European countries, especially Germany, Spain and
Czech Republic, where the project plans to conduct trials. This includes not only identifying the
current state of the market, but also making future forecasts.
Market analysis occupies the first part of the document. Following is a second section called
"First Standardization Actions" that aims to identify the technical standards that are being used
in ELECTRIFIC. This is an important step towards the standardization of the project in question.
Product standardization has played a crucial role in the creation of the European single market.
The standards support market-based competition and help ensure interoperability of
complementary products and services. The EU standardization policy promotes standards as a
means to better regulation and improve the competitiveness of European industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION
I.1. Purpose and organization of the document
This document is the second deliverable of Work Package 9 – Utilization of Project Results. It
includes a preliminary analysis of the market and initial approach for standardization actions. It is
the first action regarding the exploitation of the project.
ELECTRIFIC is a research-oriented project but part of the projects results will be validated in
small-scale real trials environment. As the Consortium includes industrial companies as well as
universities, the idea is that the first group capitalizes the know-how acquired within the project
to build components or exploit systems. The second have strong vocation in the transfer of
know-how to industry through the creation of technical competences and the education of the
next-generation industrial experts.
The first part of the document is intended for market analysis and has been led by UNIMA with
the participation of different partners of the consortium. In the first place, the current
electromobility market (2015-2020) is analysed, for the European Union in general, as for the
case of Germany, Spain and the Czech Republic, countries in which ELECTRIFIC's trials are
planned. Subsequently the same scenarios serve to estimate how this market might have
evolved in the year 2030. In addition, an analysis of the market potential of other concepts
related to electromobility. In particular, it is analysed the EV pressure on power grid, the RES
integration and battery health. It ends with a quantitative analysis of grid integration market.
The second part of the document is aimed at the first standardization actions, in particular to
identify the technological standards that have been used in the project so far. This will be of vital
importance in view of the standardization of the products and services derived from
ELECTRIFIC. In particular, the standards used in four of the technical Work Packages of the
project are analysed. First, the Overall Design, Common Management Model and Prototype
Integration (WP3), led by Freemind. Next, the standards used by Uni Passau in the Local Grid
Management and Data Aggregation (smart charger) of the WP4 are analysed. THD also
describes which existing programs have been used to work on the EV Management and Data
Aggregation (charging scheduler and battery health), which is WP5. Finally, CVUT describes
what OpenStreets maps are, which they have been using working in WP7

I.2. Scope and audience
This is a public deliverable of the project, which means that it will be accessible to all people that
might be interested in reading it. To assure this, it will be posted in the project’s website.
It is directed not only to a technology audience but to a general public, so the idea is that this
deliverable can be as understandable as possible. Also, in order to be more attractive, it has a
lot of graphics, which make it, despite its considerable size, a very visual document. and that it
has been trying to keep a good number of graphics, which allow, despite its considerable size,
be a very visual document.
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II. MARKET ANALYSIS
The market analysis conducted within WP9 analyses the market conditions in the e-mobility
ecosystem and identifies potential markets for the ELECTRIFIC solution. These findings will be
used as a foundation for the development of the business models (D9.4). The presented first
iteration of the market analysis focuses on analysing the current conditions and estimating future
market conditions (qualitative market analysis) in the e-mobility sector. Additionally, we introduce
the methodology and first steps for a quantitative market analysis, which will be enhanced in the
second iteration of the market analysis. The ELECTRIFIC Technical Solution (ETS) consists of
three main components, as described in D3.1, D3.2, D4.1, D5.1, D6.1, and D7.1. In the market
analysis, we try to identify potential markets for the overall ETS. Therefore, as a first step, we
analyse the potential benefits of these components and identify ideas for market potentials.
Table 1: ETS Component: ADAS

ETS Component

ADAS / Coordinated public charging

Use Cases

TUC-01, TUC-05 (see D2.2)

Stakeholder

NRA, Policy, CSP

Ideas for Market
Potential (Benefits)



Reduced infrastructure costs from reduced power peaks (caused by
EV pressure on the power grid)



Increased RES share

The first component is the ADAS (mainly WP4, WP6 & WP7) which is used to facilitate
coordinated public charging (Table 1). This should lead to reduced power peaks and thus
reduced infrastructure costs. Stakeholders of this functionality are mostly public entities, e.g. the
NRA, which is paying the DSO to install the infrastructure, funded by taxes. Additionally, the
share of renewable energy might be increased.
Table 2: ETS Component: Charging Scheduler

ETS Component

Charging Scheduler / Coordinated fleet charging

Use Cases

TUC-03, TUC-04 (see D2.2)

Stakeholder

EFO

Ideas for Market
Potential (Benefits)



Reduced infrastructure costs from reduced power peaks (caused by
EV pressure on the power grid)



Positive impact on battery health and lifespan



Increased RES share

The second component of the ETS is the Charging Scheduler (mainly WP5) which is used for
the coordination of fleet charging (Table 2). EV Fleet Operators are the main stakeholder of this
component. Its functionality is to reduce grid infrastructure costs, increase battery health and
lifespan and maximize renewable energy shares respecting all relevant constraints.
Table 3: ETS Component: Smart Charger.

ETS Component

Smart Charger

Use Cases

TUC-08, TUC-09, TUC-10 (see D2.2)

Stakeholder

CSP, DSO
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The third component is the Smart Charger (mainly WP4), which adjusts the charging capacity of
charging stations in order to ensure high power quality in the grid. This also reduces grid
infrastructure costs due to optimized power capacity distribution.
Based on the three ETS components and their expected impacts in combination with the
findings reported in D2.2, we identified two potential markets. ELECTRIFIC covers these
markets connected to the EV eco-system which are completely separate from each other:
1. Market for the Power Grid Integration of E-Mobility
All three components support a better integration of e-mobility into the power grid.
Coordinated charging and adjustable charging capacity will lead to reduced infrastructure
costs, higher renewable energy shares and stable power quality.
2. Market for Increasing EV Battery Health and Lifespan
Some parts of the ETS, especially the Charging Scheduler are aimed at having a positive
impact on battery health and thus increase the battery’s lifespan compared to traditional
charging methods.
The first market is coarsely determined by the issue of the integration of EVs as new and
powerful electricity consumers into the power grid; taking into account both stakeholders that are
engaged in controlling power quality (NRA and DSO) and those that are interested in increasing
the share of volatile renewable energy sources. The second market is concerned with the
lifespan and the health of batteries which in upcoming years with the sharp rise of batteries in
mobility (and elsewhere) will be a hot topic both from a management and a cradle-to-grave point
of view.
This document focuses on the qualitative analysis of the market for power grid
integration of EVs in Europe and in the ELECTRIFIC trial sites. In a later iteration of the market
analysis, we will proceed more quantitatively using a simulation-based approach. Currently, this
is done without considering any kind of business models, which will be developed during the
project (for D9.4). The second market will only be introduced shortly in the annex section.

II.1. Methodology
The methodology for the market analysis is based on an approach by David A. Aaker [AAK17].
A market analysis consists of multiple steps in order to determine a suitable target market for a
product. The following steps are necessary to perform a thorough market analysis:
1) Market Identification & Definition
2) Market Size (Measurement: Money or Units)
3) Market Growth
4) Barriers (Regulatory and Legal Framework)
5) Market Segmentation (Target Market and Market Valuation)
6) Competitors
7) Drivers / Key Success Factors
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The market analysis is an iterative process and is strongly linked to the ELECTRIFIC business
model(s). The market analysis deals with steps 1) to 4). Aspects 5) to 7) will be covered in the
process of developing business models for ELECTRIFIC.
The assessment of today’s market size and estimation of the future potential depends on a
plethora of interwoven assumptions as both EV technologies and market conditions like
infrastructure and the legal framework are just emerging today. Therefore, today’s data relate to
a very small market size and a very short history only, and many connections are not yet made
(e.g. grid pressure of EVs) so that some data are missing completely in many member states.
This also leads to an extremely high unpredictability of the future of these markets. For instance,
it would be necessary to know when EV drivers charge their cars, how long this charging
process lasts and to which degree drivers charge at home. The EV grid integration market
additionally has the challenge that power systems are still structured and operated very
differently in the EU member states; also, we did not have the same level of data access in all
member states. Because of the before mentioned issues, we decided to use a two-fold approach
for conducting the market analysis.
The first step and main content of this document is a qualitative market analysis. It starts with a
top-down approach of data collection on EU and trial country levels for today and an estimation
of their future developments. As the data found turned out to be both scarce and with too little
detail and high uncertainty, this is used to qualitatively evaluate the current and future market
conditions in the countries considered. In order to approach the estimation of a market size as
required in the methodological approach of Aaker, for the second iteration of the market analysis
(D9.4), it is planned to conduct a simulation-based estimation for the area in Bavaria where
through the help of consortium partner we have the far best access to data. This then will be
extrapolated to the level of Bavaria as a whole. For the next iteration of the market analysis we
also plan to develop an e-mobility integration maturity model on country level.

II.1.1. Qualitative Market Analysis
For the qualitative part of the market analysis (see Table 4), we gathered and evaluated data for
the EU and for each of the trial countries: Germany, Spain, Czech Republic. This was done for
the current (2015-2020) market conditions and for the estimated future (2030) market conditions.
2030 was picked as target year because it is sufficiently far off from today to be considered
”future” and because it is a target year in many political road maps, so that there exists at least
some figures and speculations.
Table 4: Scope of Qualitative Market Analysis

Scope
Time
Location

Dimension

Characteristics


2015-2020



2030



EU



Germany



Spain



Czech Republic



Legal framework



EV diffusion and electricity demand



Charging infrastructure



Grid infrastructure
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For each of the countries different dimensions are considered: Legal framework, EV diffusion
and electricity demand, charging infrastructure and grid infrastructure. For each country, this
data collection is succeeded by a short evaluation of the market.

II.1.2. Quantitative Market Analysis
The second part of the document presents the general procedure of carrying through the
simulation-based estimation of the EV grid integration market size in Bavaria. Assuming that
through simulation it will be possible to calculate the grid pressure on the Bavarian low voltage
grid and the connected high voltage grid, the cost for mitigating these challenges must be
estimated.
This part of the market analysis will be carried out for the second iteration of the market analysis;
the procedure will be sketched in section II.3.

II.2. Qualitative Analysis of Grid Integration
Market
As previously mentioned, the first market for the ELECTRIFIC solution as a product resides in
the integration of EVs into the power grid. The circumstances of an increasing number of electric
vehicles in the EU’s and the separate countries’ streets will pose a big challenge for the
electricity system in the near future. The ELECTRIFIC approach tackles various critical issues
regarding the power grid integration of EVs. Following solution approaches are part of
ELECTRIFIC:


Stemming pressure on the grid due to additional power loads caused by EVs



Maintaining/increasing the power quality



Increasing the share of RES used by EVs

With coordinated charging via ADAS (for public CS), Charging Scheduler (for private CS) and
optimized power load distribution from the Smart Charger, funds for enhancing the grid
infrastructure could potentially be saved. By shifting power demand, flattening the power load
curve, reducing power peaks and increasing local renewable integration, infrastructure costs can
be reduced. In the following sections, we will outline the qualitative and quantitative analysis of
the market as described in section II.1.
The qualitative analysis of the market for EV grid integration is split into current (2015-2020) and
future (2030) conditions. As through its legal power the EU impacts the market development in
its member states, it forms the first part of the analysis. Each section concludes with a short
evaluation of the market conditions. Market for the Power Grid Integration of E-Mobility

II.2.1. Current Market Conditions (2015-2020)
II.2.1.a. European Union
II.2.1.a.1. Legal framework
In 1993 the EU started to establish emission limit standards for passenger cars and commercial
vehicles that weigh less than 3500kg. Starting with Directive 91/441/EEC, which defined the
Euro1 standard, the framework steadily developed to the latest Euro6 standard, which is defined
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by Directive 459/2012/EC. These standards enabled the member states of the EU to introduce
low emission zones, in which only vehicles that fulfil certain standards are allowed to enter.
First goals to foster electromobility are defined in 2009 in the Directive 2009/28/EG. The three
major goals from this directive, which shall be reached in 2020, are the reduction of energy
consumption by 20%, the increase of the portion of renewable energies in the overall energy mix
to 20% and to 10% specifically in the transportation sector [EUP09].
After the definition of the goals in 2009, it has been detected that the reduction of CO 2 emissions
by 20% until 2020 cannot solely be reached with the voluntary negotiated agreement of the car
manufacturers. Thus, the EU introduced the Decree 443/2009, which states that the fleet
emissions of all vehicles registered in Europe from 2012 must not exceed 130g/km. Fleet
emissions are the average CO2 emissions of all registered vehicles of one car manufacturer. For
the calculation only the emissions caused directly by the vehicles are considered, so all
emissions during production etc. are neglected. From 2020 this limit is lowered to 95g/km as
stated in Decree 333/2014. To guide car manufacturers even stronger in the direction of EVs,
vehicles with emissions lower than 50g/km get a higher weight in the calculation of the fleet
emissions [EUP14a].
In 2014 the EU established the Directive 2014/94/EU, which defines further directions for the
development of the electromobility market in the EU and its member states. The directive states
that member states should develop a sufficient charging infrastructure for EVs by the end of
2020. Furthermore, if possible these charging points should be equipped with intelligent
metering systems to improve the stability of the power grid. The development of this
infrastructure should be a competitive market with open access to all parties [EUP14b].
Power grid operators are bound to deliver a certain power quality in order to prevent damages
on grid and end consumer devices. The corresponding European norm is defined as EN50160.
Power quality basically includes voltage, frequency and waveform boundaries.
There are a lot of different EV manufacturers and therefore the inverters, converting alternating
current (AC) of the grid to direct current (DC) in order to charge the battery, have different
characteristics [For17].
For this purpose, the revision of the international standard IEC 61000-2-2 "compatibility levels
for low-frequency conducted disturbances and signal transmission in public low-voltage power
supply systems" is currently under discussion. This standard specifies the compatibility levels
which and forms the basis for all other standards. On the basis of this standard many other
standards for the emitted interference and immunity of devices (for e.g. electric vehicles) are
defined, measurement methods (for e.g.: IEC 61000-4-30) are derived and other product
standards (for e.g. EN 50160) defined. The major and essential change described therein is that
compatibility levels over 2 kHz up to and including 30 kHz are also defined. This area has
already been published as a draft. The frequency ranges from 30 kHz to 150 kHz is currently still
in consultation and therefore does not assume that the final implementation before 2018
happens. In the frequency range up to 30 kHz, however, most interference emissions would be
defined by all inverters (PV inverters, electric vehicles, tool converters).
II.2.1.a.2. EV diffusion
The number of battery BEVs on EU roads is increasing on a steady state. This can be seen
inFigure 1, where five years from 2010 on, the BEV sales has increased by nearly 84 times.
Overall however, the ratio of EVs in the transportation mix was roughly 0.15 % in 2015 [EEA
16a]. In 2016, this ratio was 0.7 % [Tie16]. Both of these numbers although include PHEV sales.
And in connection to these ratios, the global diffusion of EVs today, is reported to be 0.2% (2 m)
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[Hoc17]. From this difference, it can be seen that EU countries all together are ahead of the
global average. The leading countries within the EU which “account for almost 90 % of all
electric vehicle sales: The Netherlands, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Sweden and
Denmark” [EEA16a].
Figure 1: European BEV sales
in the last years (according to
[EEA16a]).

Since it is not just the term
“EV” to be used when
comparing these numbers,
one
has
to
distinguish
between EV types and their
market
diffusion.
For
example, the total sales for
PHEVs in 2016 were 90,900
in comparison to the BEV
sales of Figure 1 [EEA16a].
Here, several reasons could be the influence. For example, contain a combustion engine
[EEA16a]. Although this does not follow the goals of electromobility completely due to bad
effects on the environment, the driving range is higher than with BEVs [EEA16a]. This might be
more attractive to EV users which have to drive longer distances with a car in a frequent matter.
II.2.1.a.3. EV Energy and Power
With the growing number of EVs on EU roads, electromobility will have a large impact on the
power grid [ARF14] based on the energy and power demand. Today, the number of EVs in the
EU is still low and hence contributing to an overall ratio of 0.03 % of the whole energy demand
[EEA16b]. To break down this number on a small scale, a short example can be made. If a
household owns an EV which is driven 15,000 km a year, this will increase the energy demand
by a factor of roughly 1.9 (from 3,500 kWh to 6,500 kWh) [ARF14].
Besides energy, the power demand by EV charging is a significant topic to be discussed here.
However, different charging managements have to be clarified at first, which have impact on
daily power demand curves. With the current case, vehicle drivers plug in their EVs at CSs and
then the charging process will progress until the SoC is at a level of 100% [Har11], without the
CS operation being changed externally. This will cause a power peak for several minutes and if
this presumably happens at the same time when there already is a high grid load, uncontrolled
charging will have a devastating effect in the future. This form of charging management is based
on an individual, personal behaviour of the driver [Loi13]. An illustration of the power
consumption of EVs for several EU countries is shown in Figure 2, where at the morning and
evening, the highest consumption can be observed for a workday. This illustration is derived
from different studies on electromobility of six different EU countries [Bab14].
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Figure 2: Charging curves in an uncontrolled manner (from [Bab14]).

To overcome this problem, there are other ways around, such as managed or bidirectional
managed charging. In the managed approach, charging processes could be postponed [Joc15],
when less power is demanded, e.g. in the night or during work. Grid fluctuations can be
decreased this way [Bab14]. Another managed solution would utilize energy storage systems,
which would support the grid, when high demand is observed [Har11]. As described by
Hartmann and Özdemir, energy storage systems for this application should have a relatively
high efficiency of 90% [Har11].
As an extension of the managed charging, the bidirectional managed charging can be seen as
solution for the future. This concept interprets EV batteries as distributed energy storages, which
can support the local grid by feeding back energy or vice versa, depending on the grid status
and power demand [Joc15]. It is also known as the concept of V2G, which is not part of
ELECTRIFIC and will not be considered in this document.
II.2.1.a.4. Charging Infrastructure
In order to make the differences in the infrastructure of various EU member states visibile where
EV charging stations are concerned, the coverage factor per EV charging station was
determined by taking the total number of inhabitants of each member state and dividing this
value by the number of available charging station to arrive at the number of inhabitants each
charging station would have to serve. This was done for the years 2017 and 2020 and under the
assumption that the population will neither increase nor decrease.
Table 5 Estimation on numbers of EU commission [EuC13, Cro16]
EU member
state

2017

2020

Population

Coverage
Factor 2017

Coverage
Factor 2020

Austria

3.000

12.000

8.690.076

2.897

724

Belgium

5.250

21.000

11.311.117

2.154

539

Bulgaria

1.750

7.000

7.153.784

4.088

1.022

500

2.000

848.319

1.697

424

3.250

13.000

10.553.843

3.247

812

Germany

37.500

150.000

82.175.684

2.191

548

Denmark

1.250

5.000

5.707.251

4.566

1.141

Estonia

250

1.000

1.315.944

5.264

1.316

Greece

3.250

13.000

10.783.748

3.318

830

Cyprus
Czech Republic
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Finland

1.750

7.000

5.487.308

3.136

784

France

24.250

97.000

66.759.950

2.753

688

1.750

7.000

9.830.485

5.617

1.404

500

2.000

4.724.720

9.449

2.362

31.250

125.000

60.665.551

1.941

485

1.000

4.000

2.888.558

2.889

722

Luxembourg

250

1.000

576.249

2.305

576

Latvia

500

2.000

1.968.957

3.938

984

Malta

250

1.000

434.403

1.738

434

8.000

32.000

16.979.120

2.122

531

11.500

46.000

37.967.209

3.301

825

Portugal

3.000

12.000

10.341.330

3.447

862

Romania

2.500

10.000

19.760.314

7.904

1.976

20.500

82.000

46.445.828

2.266

566

Slovakia

1.000

4.000

5.426.252

5.426

1.357

Slovenia

750

3.000

2.064.188

2.752

688

3.500

14.000

9.851.017

2.815

704

30.500

122.000

65.382.556

2.144

536

100

400

4.190.669

41.907

10.477

198.850

795.400

Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Lithuania

Netherlands
Poland

Spain

Sweden
United Kingdom
Croatia
Total Market

The table above contains numbers from an estimation of available charging stations in Europe.
The focus is on the increase between 2017 and 2020. The numbers for 2020 are taken from the
official estimation from the EU commission. The numbers for 2017 are derived from internal
information material from HTB. The estimations consider all charging stations private and public.
The share of public stations of the total number of all stations is estimated to be around 10%.
When the number of inhabitants of each country is correlated with the number of installed
charging stations, it emerges that most of western EU countries, with the clear exception of
Ireland, have a significant edge over the eastern EU countries in 2017 and are predicted to
retain that edge in 2020 with a growth in population of approximately between -1% to 1% per
year across the whole EU.
Croatia, for example, is leading the list of nations with underdeveloped EV charging
infrastructure by a large margin with 41.907 inhabitants per charging station in 2017 and an
estimated 10.477 inhabitants per charging station in 2020, followed by Ireland with 9449
inhabitants per charging station in 2017 and an estimated 2362 inhabitants per charging station
in 2020 and Romania with 7904 inhabitants per charging station in 2017 and an estimated 1976
in 2020. The countries with a developed EV charging infrastructure with between 5000 to 6000
inhabitants per charging station are in descending order Estonia with 5264 inhabitants per
charging station in 2017 and an estimated 1316 in 2020, followed closely by Slovakia with 5426
inhabitants per charging station in 2017 and an estimated 1357 in 2020 and Hungary with 5617
inhabitants in 2017 and an estimated 1404 in 2020.
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The other EU countries have a coverage of between approximately 1700 and 4600 inhabitants
per charging station in 2017 and an estimated 440 to 990 in 2020 with Cyprus, Malta and Italy
having a particularly well developed infrastructure with numbers well below 2000 inhabitants per
charging stations in 2017 and well below 500 inhabitants per charging station in 2020.Based on
an evaluation of the beEnergised charging infrastructure, the prevalent connector types are as
follows and are often combined with other connector types on the same charging station. It is
assumed that there is roughly the same level of diversity regarding the whole charging
infrastructure in the EU.
Table 6: Diffusion of Connector Types [HTB17].

Connector Type

Diffusion

AC

1,7%

CCS

6,2%

CHAdeMO

4,7%

Type 2

100,0%

Table showing the diffusion of different types of connectors available on charging stations of the
the beEnergised charging station infrastructure which typically contain more than one type of
connector. Table 6 Source: beEnergised / has to be GmbH
II.2.1.a.5. Grid infrastructure and EV pressure
Not only the presence of charging station is important for a widespread EV usage but also the
presence of a power infrastructure, which is capable to produce and deliver the required energy.
Especially the grid infrastructure, responsible to supply the charging station with energy, is a
critical point in the success of e-mobility. This is due to the fact, that the challenge concerning
power delivery lies fewer on the overall amount of required energy but more on the peak
demand, which is determined by charging speed, charging time, and charging location. In
general, huge peak demand exercises more pressure on the power grid than the same amount
of energy spread constantly over the whole day (under the assumption that the grid can handle
the constant power demand over the whole day).
The power grid on European level primary consists of high voltage transmission lines connecting
different parts of Europe. In detail, the different transmission system operators (TSOs) of the
different European states are organized by the ENTSO-E (European Network of Transmission
System Operators) [Ent17], which in turn connect the DSOs of their country. The spread of the
renewable energy sources among the power grid increases the need of a stable grid. On the
one hand the distribution grid on low voltage level is a critical part, as especially ~80% of all PV
systems in the EU with a total of amount of 69 GW in 2012 are connected on low voltage
level [McK14]. Concerning the origin of renewable resources on the other hand, e.g. wind power
from the north and solar power from the south of Europe, an efficient European transmission
system is necessary.
Looking on the peak demand characteristics of a typical day, we have to consider different
levels: wholesale market, transmission system and distribution system levels (see Figure below).
Peak demand shifting could be done on each of the levels. As most EV charging is considered
to be done at home, at a parking lot near home or at the office, the majority of charging stations
will be settled on low voltage and some on medium voltage level in the evening and while
work [Eur15]. Due to this increased peak power demand in an uncontrolled charging condition,
the coefficient of the peak load (CPL), defined as the ratio of peak load to average load and
therefore indicating the flatness of the load curve, will increase. Comparing the average and
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peak demand of different European countries, also some differences can be observed, Germany
for example has a more optimised CPL compared to France. This, however, means that the grid
capacity in average is higher exploited and further optimization could be more difficult.

Figure 3: Peak demand of EVs in the power system [Eur15].

Figure 4: Peak load of six largest EU countries
[Eur15].

Figure 5: Share of renewables in the EU in
2015 [EuS16].

These values are the renewable energies of different countries in the EU over the year.
Comparing the electricity demand of European countries, geographical differences can be
observed. Northern countries have considerable more peak and total demand in the winter, due
to electric heating, whereas in southern countries the differences of a typical summer and winter
day is nearly neglectable (see Figure below).
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Figure 6: Load curves of six largest EU countries [Eur15].

II.2.1.a.6. Evaluation
In recent years (2015-2017), the overall e-mobility market in the EU was steadily growing. This is
the case for all of the EU-28 countries, although they are not progressing at the same speed. By
releasing different directives, the EU is trying to push electromobility and foster the market
uptake of EVs. With its legal strategy, the EU is forcing the car manufacturers to develop and
sell low-emission vehicles. At the same time, car manufacturers are particularly rewarded for
electric cars with very low emissions. Additionally, the EU is trying to encourage and foster CS
infrastructure improvements in the different countries. At the same time, grid infrastructure is
supported by legal guidelines to ensure grid stability. In general, the EU tries to make grid
infrastructure, electricity supply, CS infrastructure and EV sales grow conjointly.
EV sales and subsequently the number of EVs on European roads are increasing, leading to an
increasing energy and power demand from e-mobility. For EV sales, some countries, e.g.
Netherlands, UK and Germany are way ahead. Similar to the EV numbers, also for the charging
infrastructure huge differences exist between the different EU countries; in total CS numbers and
also for the CS coverage factor. According to the EU, the lacking charging infrastructure in all
countries should be improved until 2020. Since most charging will be done at home or at the
office, these charging stations will be typically connected to the low-voltage, in some cases to
the medium-voltage grid. The peak power demand of charging is considered to be during work
times or in the evening. Uncoordinated charging will lead to an increased CLP with a higher
amplitude of peak demand, bearing a challenge and a risk to today’s power grid.
Nowadays (2015-2017), EV numbers only make up for a small percentage of the overall mobility
sector, leaving the effects of the increased power and energy demand in the EU relatively small.
But already in the near future until 2020, when the ELECTRIFIC project will be finished and a
potential market becomes relevant for a prospective product, the market size is almost certainly
much bigger than the market size of today. ELECTRIFIC will provide more impact in the future, if
EV numbers are keeping to grow with increasing pace. Naturally, the impact of the ELECTRIFIC
solution and its potential market in the EU grows with the e-mobility market.
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II.2.1.b. Germany
II.2.1.b.1. Legal framework
The “Nationaler Entwicklungsplan Elektromobilität”, which was defined in 2009, is the first
legislative document that is related to electromobility in Germany. In this first plan the
government defines several goals and decides to foster research areas that are relevant for
electromobility, however, there are no direct incentives included that aim to increase the demand
of EVs in Germany. The two major goals defined in the plan are that there shall be 1 million
registered EVs in Germany by 2020 and Germany shall evolve to a leading market for
electromobility [Bun09]. The goal of 1 million EVs was quite ambitious as in 2009 only 162 EVs
were registered [KBA17].
As there were no direct incentives to improve the demand of EVs, the amount of registered EVs
only increased marginally until 2012 [KBA17]. Thus, the government decided to introduce the
first financial incentives to increase the demand for EVs, which is mainly done via different tax
credits [DDB12]. In 2015 the government decided to additionally introduce non-financial
incentives via the “Elektromobilitätsgesetz” [DDB15]. These incentives are basically privileges
like the use of bus lanes or free parking that are only applicable for owners of EVs. However, a
survey by the Fraunhofer institute suggests that these kinds of non-financial incentives are not
useful [Fra12]. This is also proposed by experiences from Norway, where only 16% of the
customers have bought an EV due to this kind of incentives [AaO15]. Furthermore, it has to be
further investigated whether the increased occupation of bus lanes has negative effects on
public transport [AaO15].
In 2016 the government introduced the “Umweltbonus”. Now, every purchase of a vehicle is
supported with 4000€ for solely electric vehicles and 3000€ for hybrid vehicles. This buyer’s
premium is limited for vehicles up to 60000€ list price. To finance the program, the government
and car manufacturers provide 1.2 billion Euros each [BWE16]. Nevertheless, the demand for
EVs has not significantly increased since the introduction of the “Umweltbonus” [Kraf17].
Therefore, it is questionable whether this is enough to ensure to reach the target of 1 million
registered EVs in 2020 [Ada16].
Another important aspect to increase the acceptance for EVs is the provided charging
infrastructure of a country. The legislative framework for this is defined in the decree about
minimal technical requirements for the secure and interoperable operation of public charging
points for EVs [BMW15]. It is the implementation of the EU directive 2014/94/EC in Germany.
The decree defines standards for public accessible charging points to reduce the risk for
investors. Thereby, every charging point with more than 3.6 kW alternating current charging
capacity has to provide a connection after IEC 62196 type 2. Charging points with more than 22
kW charging capacity a Combined Charging System type plug is mandatory [BWE14]. A
program to foster the amount of charging points in Germany started in March 2017 [BMV17].
Another issue that impedes a higher demand of EVs in Germany is that charging points are
legally not classified as part of the power grid. Therefore, DSOs do not have to grant
discrimination free access to the charging points. This is a major issue, because third party
providers have to enter expensive contracts with the operators of the charging stations in order
to provide energy for purchase at that station. Thus, end customers often cannot purchase the
energy required for charging their vehicle from the energy provider they already have a contract
with for their homes, but instead have to purchase it directly from the operator of the charging
station [Hil16]. Furthermore, many small providers of renewable energy are not participating at
all, which eliminates a huge part of the eco-friendly aspect of EVs [Ada16].
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To reduce the air pollution in urban areas, so called “low emission zones” are introduced in
German cities. Only vehicles that fulfil a certain EURO emission norm level are allowed to enter
these zones. The emission level of a vehicle is presented via a coloured sticker attached to the
windscreen. At the moment there are red, yellow and green stickers available. For each low
emission zone, the colours that are permitted to enter are defined separately. If a car enters a
low emission zone without a sufficient sticker, a 40€ fine can be charged.
The electricity and energy sector in Germany is primarily controlled by the EnWG (energy
economics law). According to §14a EnWG, an electric vehicle can be considered as a
controllable consumption device. The energy consumption during the charging process is
measured via a metering system. The Digitisation of the Energy Turnaround Act in July 2016
sets the first plan to roll out smart metering systems nationwide for consumers with a
consumption above 10000 kWh starting in 2017, this will be lowered to 6000 kWh in 2020.
These smart metering systems would enable demand response schemes in the context of EV
charging, which would provide a benefit to the utilities and the end customers. To retrieve
electrical supply, end consumers require a grid connection contract, a grid usage contract and
an energy supply contract. These are usually combined into one single contract for small
consumers.
Besides these regulations, there are also regulations for renewable energy feed-in. This is
covered by the “Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz (EEG)”. It defines an off-take obligation for
renewable energy. This means that the grid operators must off-take and distribute the entire
energy produced by renewable sources (see §8 EEG). Furthermore, according to §19, §20, and
§21 EEG, the grid operators have to pay a predefined price for this energy. This applies only for
plants that only produce and use renewable energies, started to operate after the 1st January
2016, and have an energy output below 100kW.
II.2.1.b.2. EV diffusion
Looking at the German car market, the overall passenger vehicle count was around 44.4 m in
2014 [Tie16]. This corresponds to one vehicle for each second citizen (80.9 m citizens in
Germany 2014 [Tie16]). By 2017, roughly 34 thousand EVs were registered to be used on
German roads cumulatively, as illustrated in Figure 7. There, it can be clearly seen, that the EV
diffusion in Germany is on the rise since at least 2011.

Figure 7: Number of EVs in Germany until June 2017 (from [Sta17a]).

However, it is not shown in Figure 7 how many EVs are registered each year. Therefore, Figure
8 shows the absolute numbers of EV registrations in Germany until June 2017. Here it can be
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seen, that until 2015, the number of newly introduced vehicles was inclining on a growing state.
From there on, the registrations are dropping again.
Many reasons for this development can be considered. As a main cause, the attractiveness of
electromobility may be not sufficient enough to be an incentive for the users. On the other hand,
users might not be satisfied with the current driving ranges of EVs or the existing charging
infrastructure.
Since Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the overall number and registrations of EVs in Germany, a
small overlook on the ratios of BEVs and PHEVs is given. All new cars sold in the year 2014
(3.04 m cars) contain a ratio of 0.3 % BEVs and 0.1 % PHEVs, i.e. roughly 9,100 BEVs and
3,000 PHEVs [Tie16]. One year later however, the BEV sales climbed up to more than 12,350
[EEA16a]. In 2016 tough, the number of BEVs was dropping to 10,076 [Viehmann2016]. Here,
PHEVs had an increased sales rate of 25 % with an absolute number of 12,263 [Vie16].

Figure 8: Registration of EVs in Germany (from [Sta17b]).

Ahead of these numbers, the goal of the German federal government is to introduce 1 m EVs by
2020 [Mac15]. To reach this goal, the German government has spent around 1.5 b Euros in
electromobility [Mac15]. Here, programs such as the Electromobility Model Regions, with more
than 100 projects, and the Showcase Regions for Electro Mobility, with around 90 projects, were
funded in collaboration with private institutions [Tiet16].
Regarding the goal of 1 m EVs by 2020, Propfe et al. show in a market penetration analysis that
EV prices would have to be reduced significantly in order to reach the goal of 1 m EVs on
German roads [Pro13]. Therefore, the goal will probably not be reached [Propfe2013] [Joc15].
The “Fraunhofer-Institut für System- und Innovationsforschung ISI” estimates a number of 150 to
200 thousand EVs in Germany even in a bad case [Wie13]. In a reference scenario, 400 to 700
thousand EVs are estimated [Wie13].
II.2.1.b.3. EV Energy and Power
As described by the “Fraunhofer Institut für System- und Innovationsforschung ISI”, the ratio of
energy consumption by EVs from the annual total is 0.6 % in 2020 [Fra11]. In 2010, 621 TWh of
energy were generated by German power stations and 608 TWh were used within Germany
[Bor11]. By using an average values for EVs, a 1.8 TWh energy demand can be calculated for
the year 2020 [Bor11]. This conforms a 0.3 % ratio [Bor11] in comparison to the total
consumption. Since this is only an estimate, the ratio can vary.
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Figure 9: Charging curves in an uncontrolled manner for Germany (from [Bab14])

Hartmann and Özdemir did an analysis on EV usage and their impact on the grid [Har11] for
2030 in Germany. Here, they took statistics from “Mobilität in Deutschland” about car usage
throughout the day [Har11]. In this scenario, the average speed of the vehicles is 32.8 km/h at
an average number of 3.6 trips a day. In their simulation, they introduced various reasons for the
trips, such as work, education and private reasons [Har11]. In Figure 10, the share of vehicles
on the road is shown, respectively to the activity, why they are driven.

Figure 10: Share of vehicles in Germany for an average week (from [Har11])

Here it can be seen, that the highest peaks are at the morning and evening of workdays but
having the focus on the differences of each workday, reasonable differences become clear.
Also, Figure 10 shows, that Saturdays and Sundays have a different vehicle usage profile as
compared to Figure 9, where an overall curve is used.
II.2.1.b.4. Charging Infrastructure
The figure below displays the utilization details over a week for the combined beEnergised
charging infrastructure in Germany, Austria and Switzerland) [KK3] Accurate measuring has
produced data that shows a dynamic, where the most power is drained from the stations during
the morning hours from 6 am to 7 am, where the whole network experiences a power drain of
more than 25.000 Kwhs because of the utilization before 7 am. The average charging duration
during the peak hour has been determined to lie at 4,2 hours and thus at roughly four times the
duration of the average during the day, which lies at 0,9 hours.
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Figure 11: Energy consumption during a whole day

As shown in the figure above, the ratio between the number of available public charging stations
and sold e-vehicles is increasing at an ever faster pace poses a severe issue in terms of
coverage. Foregoing any conclusion as to this dynamic being linked to market saturation, the
main reason for that alarming development can be found in the fact that public charging stations
are, although fostered by the government via grants and other subsidies, simply not profitable at
the moment. The ratio is well underway of moving to ten and above within the next years and will
reach a critical point when it surpasses factor 15, meaning a scenario where every charging
station will have to provide energy to 15 vehicles during the day.
Due to technical reasons in connections with server time and charging station internal time-zone
settings, the actual time of use can differ from the reported time of use by up to three hours so
that this pattern might be shifted by 2-3 hours – which would be more in line with commuting
behaviour.

Figure 12: Ratio between publicly accessible charging stations and EVs [NPE17]
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II.2.1.b.5. Grid infrastructure and EV pressure
The German power grid infrastructure is operated by four transmission grid operators (Tennet,
50Hertz Transmission, Amprion, TransnetBW) [Net17], which are part of the ENTSO-E, as well
as nearly 900 distribution grid operators (DSOs) [BuA17].
A national target of Germany, adopted in 2014, is to have a 40-45 % share of renewable
energies in the electricity consumption by 2025. This share should be increased to 55-60 % until
2035. In order to support this goals, the German Renewable Energy Act (EEG 2014) added an
“expansion corridor” to extend the capacity by 2,500 MW (net) for wind onshore and 2,500 MW
(gross) for PV systems [Agr15].
In 2016 the share of renewable energy sources in the gross electricity production is 29%,
whereas 31.7% of the gross electricity consumption was using renewable energies [BMW17a].
II.2.1.b.6. Evaluation
Although the German government already in 2009 introduced the goal of 1 m EVs on the roads
until 2020, not much has happened in EV numbers in recent years. From a legal perspective,
only minor financial incentives were introduced. Those only had little to almost no effect on the
sales numbers. In 2016, Germany decided to add a bigger financial bonus (4000 Euros) when
buying a BEV. Some positive impact on EV numbers from this activity was identified, but further
evaluation of its success has to be deferred until the near future in 2020. The actual numbers
show, that Germany is far away from its goals. Currently only about 34,000 EVs are registered.
For 2020, 1 m EVs will probably not be possible. Different scenario cases predict between
150,000 and 700,000 EVs on Germany’s roads. This leads to an estimated EV energy demand
in 2020 of about 0.3% to 0.8%. Also for Germany, the EV power load curves differ on working
and weekend days.
The public charging infrastructure in Germany is far from sufficient for a further growing emobility market. Recent numbers from 2015 stated 5571 charging points [NPE15] and 7407
charging points for 2017 [NPE17] in Germany. For 2020 Germany is aiming to reach 37500
charging points of which 7100 are DC fast charging points [NPE15]. Especially the integration of
these fast charging stations, but also the integration of slower charging stations into the low- and
medium-voltage grid is a challenge. Primarily, if the charging is uncoordinated, integration is
getting more difficult. In the German energy sector, the energy transition to higher renewable
shares is of very high priority. The ELECTRIFIC coordinated charging might positively impact
this potential, besides tackling the issues of the increasing EV power demand.

II.2.1.c. Spain
II.2.1.c.1. Legal Framework
The legislation related to electric vehicles started in 2009, when, due to the Inclusive Automotive
Plan [PIA09] and the Spanish Strategy for Energy Efficiency [EEE09] the Government initiated
the MOVELE Project, a pilot project lead by IDAE [IDA17] to introduce electric mobility in several
cities and to demonstrate its technological viability. The pilot project, described in IDAE annual
report 2010 [IDA11] had a budget of 10 million Euros set aside for the incentives to buy EVs (8
M €) and the installation of charging stations in public places (1.3 M €) in different cities
(Barcelona, Madrid and Seville) with which the project set up collaboration agreements with a
minimum budget of 1 M € [IDA11]. The project’s aims were to carry out the installation of 546
public charging stations, 193 roofed (in underground public parking’s) and 353 in the street.
There was a grant for buying 2,000 cars [IDA11] through the car-dealers. The project was
successful, with the implementation of 546 public charging stations with a cost of 987,000 € (100
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% of the goal and 76 % of the budget for charging stations) and the acquisition of 1,530 EV for
4,349,193€ (76.5 % of the goal and 54.4 % of the budget) [IDA12]. Since then, the incentives to
electric
mobility
have
been
repeated every year, but with a
strong cut in the budget since 2012
because of the financial crisis.
Figure 13: Evolution of
governmental incentives for EV.
Source: BOE

The MOVELE’s success became an influence to develop the Integral Strategy for the promotion
of EV [MET10a], which developed two Action Plans [MET10b] for the next four years: one from
2010 to 2012 and another from 2012 to 2014. The Strategy defined the actions to promote the
EV to the major public, from individual users to businesses including the R+D institutions. Since
then, the incentives programs to help customers and fleet managers to buy EVs have become a
constant every year. However, the cut down in the budget since 2012 has resulted in a slowing
down of EV sales due to the lack of grants, which has discouraged some potential customers of
EVs made them wait for a new plan of incentives or even opt for a traditional vehicle.
Other laws define the regulatory framework around EVs, especially regarding its relation to the
electric grid, like the ITC-BT 52 (RD 1053/2014) which regulates the parameters for installing a
charging station. It’s important to highlight the RD 647/2011, which introduced the Charge
Manager [Ges11], who is authorised to buy electricity in the energy market and re-sell it for the
charging of EVs. This last law generated consternation because of its confusing wording. Many
experts criticized it by the fact that this figure creates useless and complex bureaucracy that
discourage the installation of charging stations in small businesses. Finally, in 2015 the
government modified the law (now called RD 1074/2015) defining better the rights, obligations
and procedures to install a charging station. However, some experts still argue that the figure of
the Charge Manager is unnecessary and has to be removed.

Figure 14: Timeline of legal evolution of EV.
Above, regulation and programs; below, governmental incentives. Source: BCNecologia

Nowadays, the Spanish policies related to EVs follow the directives of the Strategy for the
Impulse of Alternative Energies propelled Vehicles in Spain (2014-2020) [VEA14], which
establishes the objective of a fleet of 150,000 EV in 2020.
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Regarding charging infrastructure, the strategy [VEA14] stablished (in June 2014) the goal of
1,190 public charging stations specifically in urban areas (municipalities with more than 100,000
inhabitants) in 2020. Additionally, it stated that it has to be considered the ITC - BT 52, which
requires the installation of charging stations for new residential buildings and new public parking
facilities, set at 1 charging point for every 40 parking slots. Finally, the prevision for the
installation of CS related to road transportation is estimated in around 300 CS for 2025
(considering a distance of 100 km
between charging stations). In
addition to the development of
public
access
charging
infrastructure, it is necessary to take
into account the future development
of the charging process linked to
each vehicle, where 90% of the
recharge will be carried out.
Anyway we have to take into
account that Directive 2014/94/EU
considers and recommends the
appropriate number of one charging
station every 10 vehicles, also
considering the type of vehicles, the
charging technology and the private
charging points available. [VEA14] sets also this ratio as a reference and justification of the
growing previsions.
Figure 15: Timeline of energy legislation in Spain from
2012 to 2017. Source: BCNEcologia.

While waiting for details about the incentives plan for 2017, it is remarkable that the last plan
(MOVEA 2016) increased its budget to 16.6 million €, 13.3 million € of them for EV’s purchasing.
Other incentives at more local or regional level also exist, such as circulation tax exemptions,
waivers on fees (tolls, parking...), tax credits, access to HOV (High Occupation Vehicles) lanes
and to zones with traffic restrictions (as low emission zones), etc.
Regarding to energy legislation, the sector is regulated by the Act 24/2013, of December 26 th, of
the Electric Sector [Ley13]. This law was approved in order to ensure energy supply, to unify and
correct the many changes made by Royal Decrees and, at the same time, to guarantee
economic sustainability of the energy market. This law recognises REE (Red Eléctrica Española,
a semi-public corporation) as the Spanish TSO (previously established by the Act 17/2007) and
lets the low-voltage grid with different DSO’s but reunifies the electric generators in one category
instead of the previous differentiation between special regime (for renewable energies) and
ordinary regime (rest of energies).
It also establishes the Voluntary Price for the Small Consumer (“Precio Voluntario al Pequeño
Consumidor”, PVPC), a maximum price for consumers with less than 10 kW or socially
vulnerable citizens (that issue will be developed later in this chapter). About self-consumption,
the law establishes the need to contribute to the financing of the system costs as the rest of the
consumers; the retributions for renewable generators are more explained in the Royal Decree
413/2014 [Rea14]. New technologies of self-generation challenged the traditional companies,
primarily the network operators (DSOs), because network costs are mainly fixed costs that do
not depend on energy consumed, while self-generation reduces the billing based on which the
network costs are recovered. The government fixed it with the Act 24/2013, rebalancing the
regulated tariff towards fixed charges of the bill and demanded two meters in a household with
self-generation: one for the electricity consumed at the connection point to the network and one
for the electricity self-generated. This new regulatory framework totally discourages the PV solar
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generation (at domestic and industrial level) via taxes increasing and incentives removals. Many
energy experts, politicians and private economic actors have shown their disapproval with the
Act and the related Royal Decree, and this issue is expected to be modified in future
legislatures.
In the past, the official position of governments was to promote renewable energies. However,
due to financial crisis and the growth of the rate deficit in the electric sector, and obviously due
to the low political will on this issue, the government has changed this stance and is approving
laws to lower the costs related with renewable energies. The RDL [Ley12] 1/2012 stops the
economic incentives for new renewable energy production plants, and in line with that, the
government approved the RDL 13/2012 to transpose some European directives (D2009/72/CE,
D2009/73/CE and D2009/28/CE) about the electricity and gas markets; it established CNE
(“Comisión Nacional de la Energía”) as the national, independent energetic authority, and
separated energy generation companies from energy provision (EP) ones; additionally it defined
the self-consumer as a consumer and not as an energy producer. The RDL 20/2012 wants to
guarantee budgetary balance and encourage competitiveness, updating the rate deficit and
applying new taxes to the final consumer related to cost overruns; the Act 15/2012 has fiscal
measures for the energetic stability, establishing new taxes to increase the revenue and reduce
the rate deficit, leaving energy production and its introduction to the grid with a 7% tax rate, the
production of electricity with continental waters with a 22 % tax rate (reduced 90% if the plant
generates 50 MW or less) and excluding electricity generated with fossil fuel in renewable plants
of the incentive regime. At last, the RD 2/2013 eliminated the economic incentives to renewable
energies suppressing the reference premium for renewable energies. Following, the Act 24/2013
establishes the remunerative regime for the plants with access to incentives until 2020, but
allows the government to establish new incentives to renewable energies in the need of
achieving objectives related to European laws or if they can reduce electricity costs or external
energetic dependency. Finally, the RD 413/2014 standardises the energy production with
renewable energies and the RD 900/2015 establishes the parameters for self-consumption.
Spanish energy market operates in two main sectors: wholesale market and retail market. The
wholesale market (MIBEL) is formed by a series of markets where “market agents” (producers,
distributors, marketers and qualified consumers) buy and sell electricity; products are extremely
diverse, with different schedules and maturities. From all the organised markets stands out the
daily market regulated by the OMIE [OMI17], which price is the market price. In the daily market,
the agents present their sell-offers generation or their buy-offers (demand or pumping) for each
of the 24h of the following day. Each offer must consist of a quantity of energy (MWh) and a
price (€/MWh), and each entity can present 25 offers for each hour. The market fixes a price that
guarantees that all the sell-offers accepted have a price equal or higher than fixed-price and that
total quantity of buy-offers accepted are equal to the quantity of sell-offers accepted.
Additionally, the market has some complex conditions to avoid peak demands in both high and
low terms, which could cause a market crash. All offers are traded at the price fixed for that hour.
Spain is the first country in the world where the default price for households (small consumers)
will be based in hourly spot prices [SED17].
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Figure 17: Example of energy demand curve
during the day.

In yellow, demand scheduled, in light green, demand forecasted; in blue, real demand [REE17]

Intra-day market has a regulation really similar to the daily market one. There are six sessions
during the day that permit the adjustment of the errors of demand forecasting and deviations in
generation forecasting. The result of these markets is communicated to Red Eléctrica Española
(REE) for its execution. Then, the System Operator solves these issues modifying the supply of
some generating groups, mandating them to supply the minimum quantity at the lowest cost
possible. Additionally, the TSO needs to have generating reserves (generators whose
production can increase and decrease fast if necessary) in order to face any contingencies.
In Spain it is previewed a special tariff for EV users that allow them to pay less for the energy
consumed in off-peak hours, the Tariff 2.0 DHS, specially designed to promote charging when
demand falls, between 23:00 and 13:00h.
II.2.1.c.2. EV Diffusion
The first BEVs introduced in the Spanish market were the Smart ED (based in the Smart
Fortwo), the Nissan Leaf and the Th!nk City. Previously to the government incentives through
the different Action Plans, they only sold a total of 73 cars, representing less than 0.01% of the
market share. However, in May 2011 the Spanish Government approved incentives to stimulate
the introduction of the electric vehicle with a budget of € 72 million. The incentives included a
subsidy of 25% of the purchase price of the vehicle off taxes, to a maximum of 6,000 € per
vehicle. Due to the incentives, in 2011 the number of EVs sold increased nearly 800%, selling
568 vehicles. Since then, the number of electric vehicles sold increased approximately more
than 25% every year. Nevertheless, the evolution was very unstable through the year, due to the
low budget of the incentive plan (MOVELE), which ran out in few months or even weeks; as a
result, people interested in buying an electric vehicle had to wait for a new incentive plan the
next year.
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Figure 19: Plug-in electric vehicle registrations
in Spain by year between 2010 and 2016
(provisional data for 2016). Source: DGT

Figure 20: EV market share in Spain [EAF 17]

In the Figure 19 above it is shown the growth of sales of electric vehicles even with low budget
incentives, but the increasing is slow compared to other nearby countries, like France, which this
year surpassed the 100,000 units threshold due to its strong incentives policy, including a superbonus of 10,000 € per EV. As shown in the Figure incentives influence significantly in the
growing speed of EV sales; bigger budgets result in faster growing of EV market share, while a
cut in the budgets results in a slowing down of the registrations and a slower increasing. It has
been proved that purchase incentives and electric vehicles sales are still strong related, as has
been seen in Denmark, where they had to withdraw from a phase-out of the tax break for EVs
since sales have gone down (only 1,300 EV in 2016) [Ele17].
II.2.1.c.3. Charging infrastructure
In Spain, infrastructure is still young, beginning its development in 2009 with 546 stations arose
from the MOVELE Project. Since then, the expansion of charging stations was slow but steady,
always related with the national projects and incentives, with the exception of Tesla
Superchargers and Tesla Destination Points. Another issue is the leading role of some cities,
like Barcelona and Madrid, who built up their own charging stations, in collaboration with energy
companies like Endesa.
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Figure 21: Map of charging stations' density by
region in Spain (2017) [RTV17].
Figure 22: Map of fast-charging stations in
Spain and Portugal (2017) [ElM17].

Nowadays, there are around 2,320 charging stations in Spain [RTE17], from which 1,754 are
public points (parking, airports, shops, service stations...) [ElM17]. Most of them are normal-slow
charge stations (≤22kW), but the number of fast chargers is growing, fulfilling the needs of
electric vehicles to move between cities. As we see now, Public Administrations seem to rely in
the private CSs related to the vehicle (the ones at home or work) and semi-fast CSs, but there
are also some regional plans looking for the expansion of fast charging stations.

Figure 23: Evolution of public charging stations in Spain by type of CS [EAO17].

As shown in Figure 21, the number and distribution of the charging stations is really unequal,
being more than 50% in three urban cores: Barcelona, Madrid and Costa Blanca (Alicante
province). Figure 22 shows the number of CS in Spain (the 32 stations in the north near Bilbao
are a mistake; the map sums up the fast-charging stations in Anglet and Biarritz, in France).
Charging stations outside urban areas are really unusual, so travels outside cities rely on the EV
range to arrive to a destination in the next urban area. Moreover, the existing focus on municipal
plans adds difficulties to recharge due to the absence of a common platform to manage the
charging; every city or region has its own system.
The goals towards 2020 are exposed in [SGI16], the framework where the interministerial group
provides the structural planning regarding market development and infrastructure for alternative
fuels in transportation (electricity, LPG, natural gas, biofuels, hydrogen...). Regarding EV and
CS, it follows the Directive 2014/94/EU objectives as expressed in the article 4.1, judging the
most density populated urban areas as the axis from where developing the grid of CS. In that
line of action, the document considers it “significantly” fulfilled in metropolitan areas (as
Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia and Seville). The document plans to expand the CS network from
these metropolitan areas to the rest of the country, prioritizing it regarding the population density
as seen in the Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Metropolitan areas in Spain (2016). Source: Spanish Government.

As it was mentioned before, the document relies on municipal and regional plans to expand the
CS grid, providing funding through two different lines for cities (depending on the population). It
also presents plans to implement EV in airports’ fleets and to install CS in train stations, where
the energy generated when the trains brake could be used by CS.
II.2.1.c.4. Grid infrastructure and EV pressure
The Spanish EV market is still very young (it started 8 years ago), and hence it’s still at initial
stages; that’s why the growth is still fast but absolute numbers are small.
About vehicles on the roads, the actual electric fleet in Spain is still at starters; only 23,151
vehicles are electric, representing around 0.075% of the vehicles, 0.042% (9,743 EV) if we
consider only cars. Almost 99% of Spanish vehicles are diesel or gasoline vehicles.

Figure 25: Distribution of the Spanish car fleet (2017). Source: DGT.

The pressure of all these cars produce in the energy grid is still low; just for an instance, the
addition of 76,000 BEV (which is an IVECAT’s objective for 2015 that was planned in 2009)
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would have only represented an increase of the yearly demand of around 0.3% [Ive10]. And
Spanish market has not even reached a third part of it.

Figure 26: Installed generating capacity;
CSP means Concentrated Solar Power, PV =
Photovoltaic, CHP = Combined Heat and
Power. [IEE16].

Figure 27: Percentage Power Generation, by
Energy Source. [IEE16].

II.2.1.c.5. Evaluation
The Spanish government is trying to promote and facilitate e-mobility. Since 2009, different
incentive programs were introduced with varying success. There is a growing number of EV
sales in recent years. In 2016, 6000 EVs were sold from which ~3500 were electric cars.
Depending on the reference and the scope, the market share of EVs is between 0.04% and
0.3%. In 2017, there were 23,151 EVs on Spanish roads, from which 9,743 were electric cars.
Spain set up a goal in 2014 to reach the number of 150,000 EVs until 2020.
The CS infrastructure is also growing due to different incentives programs, but the focus up to
now was on the metropolitan areas like Madrid and Barcelona. Extensions and additional focus
for rural areas are planned in the future. In 2017, there are 2320 charging stations, from which
1754 are publicly available. 15% of the charging stations are fast charging. The e-mobility sector
in Spain is growing more slowly compared to other big EU countries like Germany or France.
The concentration on the city areas is a big issue, which has to be considered and might affect
the market for a potential ELECTRIFIC product.

II.2.1.d. Czech Republic
II.2.1.d.1. Legal Framework
The government of the Czech Republic determined three basic areas to support electromobility.
a) Free parking: It is a measure based on the fact that electric vehicles are allowed to park
for free and on the fact that there are parking spaces reserved for them in the centres of
large cities. At the same time, EVs can use reserved lanes for buses and taxis.
b) Financial incentives: Financial incentives are based on the principle of matching the cost
of an electric vehicle to the level of a comparable vehicle with combustion engine. The
goal is to eliminate the cost element when the customer decides about purchasing an
electric car.
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c) Accelerating the development of public infrastructure: The absence of rechargeable
infrastructure is perceived as one of the key barriers to the development of
electromobility. In addition to the need to extend the range, an important psychological
element also plays a role by eliminating the drivers' fears from the limited range of
electric vehicles.
Projected impact of these three measures according to Roland Berger analysis shows the
following picture.

Figure 28: Increase in the sale of EVs (thousands of pieces).
The Figure shows influence of government subsidies:
- ZV I:
parking
- ZV II:
parking + end user subsidies
- ZV III:
parking + infrastructure subsidies
- ZV IV:
parking + end user subsidies + infrastructure subsidies

The figure shows the increase in the sale of EVs, depending on the different levels of incentive
accumulation.
Examples of current incentives for electromobility development:
a) In May 2017 the law on fuel was changed. It newly defines concepts such as charging
stations and refers to electricity as fuel for cars. This will allow electricity to be sold at
charging stations. The law will enter into force in autumn 2017. [PSP17]
b) There are subsidy programs for the purchase of electric vehicles and the construction of
charging stations. Currently these programs exist only for companies, not for private
individuals. [Kup17] Current subsidy is divided according to company size in % of
purchasing price:
Small
Medium
Large

34%
29%
25%

II.2.1.d.2. EV Diffusion
Electromobility in the Czech Republic is still at the very beginning. It is estimated that in the
Czech Republic there are approximately 1,300 electric vehicles and about 5,000 hybrid cars,
while the number of passenger cars on Czech roads increased year-on-year by almost 260,000
to 5.37 million at the end of year 2016. In total, 271 electric vehicles were registered in 2016.
[Ces17]
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Figure 29: Number of personal EVs in the Czech Republic [Mar17].

According to the consulting firm Roland Berger, annual sales of electric vehicles in the Czech
Republic will reach 7,000 vehicles in 2020 (about 3% market share). After 2019, Škoda Auto
should also come with serial electric vehicles. For the Czech market, this is a key event due to
the great trust of Czech customers in the Škoda brand (market share is 31.7%). [Emo16]
Electric cars consumed 2.3 million kWh of electricity in 2016 in the Czech Republic [Emo16].
II.2.1.d.3. Charging infrastructure
According to probably the most informed source EVMAPA, there are currently about 172 public
charging stations in the Czech Republic.

Figure 30: Existing charging stations in the Czech Republic [EVM17].

EVMAPA network tries to monitor all public charging stations in the country. The map not
includes private and non-public company charging stations.
According to a study published by the Czech government there were about 330 charging
stations at the end of 2016 (see the Figure 10 below).
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Table 7: Number of CS and electric cars.

Year
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
est. 2016

Number of Charging stations
5
50
120
145
180
200
220
250
280
330

Number of e-cars
38
40
63
71
150
200
300
500
790
1100

Figure 31: Trend in number of charging stations and EVs [Mar17].

II.2.1.d.4. Grid infrastructure and EV pressure
The electricity system is divided into the transmission and distribution system. The transmission
system is built from 400 kV and 220 kV links and forms the backbone of the power system. The
distribution system serves to distribute the power to customers. In the Czech Republic it consists
of 110 kV networks and all lower voltage levels.
Figure 32: Transmission grid of the
Czech Republic.
(Red colours: 400kV, blue: 220kV,
black box: power plant, violet circle:
substation) [TZB16]
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The distribution system operator in the Czech Republic is, according to the territorial division
ČEZ Distribuce, a.s., E.ON Distribuce a.s. and PREdistribuce, a.s. [TZB16]
Yearly electrical energy consumption was 72.418 GWh, the share of RES was 13% in 2016
(RES has remained practically unchanged since 2013). The Czech Republic is an exporter of
electricity, in the year 2016 exported electricity was amounting 11 TWh.

Figure 33: Development of electricity production from renewable sources and its share of
consumption [ERU17].

Blue colours represent water power plants, grey wind, yellow photovoltaic, green biogas and
biomass. Chart graph displays share of RES.
Energy transmitted by the distribution system is distributed unevenly during a typical day.

Figure 34: Energy transmitted by DS during a typical working day (Czech central region).

II.2.1.d.5. Evaluation
Like most countries in the EU, also Czech Republic is trying to support and foster e-mobility with
different activities. These comprise free parking, financial incentives when buying an EV and
subsidizing the development of the public charging infrastructure. The Czech government
expects growing EV sales and adoption from these actions and improvements in the charging
infrastructure, leading to a growing e-mobility market in the Czech Republic.
In 2017, 271 new EVs were registered, leading to a total number of 1300 pure EVs in Czech
roads. Until 2020, EV sales are increasing up to yearly EV sales of about 7000. This also heavily
depends on the Czech car market leader Škoda. Škoda entering the e-mobility market will have
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a big impact. Overall electrical energy consumption from EVs in 2016 was about 2,3M kWh. For
the number of charging stations, two sources suggest between 172 and 330 publicly available
charging stations. The trend of CS number is growing more slowly than the EV numbers. Also
the grid in the Czech Republic is not prepared for an increasing number of EVs. Although the
numbers are growing slowly compared to other EU countries, and for the current market
conditions the impact of e-mobility is relatively small, uncoordinated charging will be a big
challenge for the grid. In order to save grid enhancement costs for a future growing e-mobility
market in the Czech Republic, coordinated charging as proposed by e.g. ELECTRIFC will
probably become necessary.

II.2.2. Estimated Future Market Conditions (2030)
II.2.2.a. European Union
II.2.2.a.1. Legal framework
In the future, more and more traditionally small consumers will become prosumers, i.e. grid
users with a split role, both consuming and producing energy (e.g. through rooftop EVs) and
feeding it into the grid [PaS16]. Additionally, the number of EV charging points demanding
electricity during peak times will increase. This leads to more local imbalances and congestions
in the power grid, which also make the grid harder to control, that have to be solved [GrA17].
Thus, the electricity demand patterns during the day need to become managed. One possibility
to tackle these issues are demand response programmes. Demand response programmes
encourage the user to react to the current load of the power grid to improve its stability by
increasing or decreasing their power draws. The consumer benefits from this by getting dynamic
retail pricing, which means that energy costs are calculated based on real time prices [Bor+02]
which can be extremely low when there is a lot power in the system or extremely high when e.g.
wind and solar power are scarce. However, there are still many reasons why dynamic pricing,
although not prohibited by the legislative framework, is not used commonly. Firstly, it can have
socially adverse redistribution effects, which especially will hurt consumers with less flexible
consumption patterns [NMH16] and secondly, the gathering of more individualized data via
smart meters, which is necessary for dynamic pricing, raises data privacy issues [CER17].
This development of the market will also raise new challenges for the DSOs, which are among
the key contract partners of the prosumers. The roll-out of smart meters together with the
distributed energy generation of the prosumers, is likely to change the rather passive role of the
DSOs to a more active one [Evo14]. Thus, DSOs might also fit well into the role of a neutral
market facilitator during the transition towards a Smart Energy System [CEE15]. These new
tasks that arise are currently not covered by the legislative framework [CEE15].
A first try to address parts of the aforementioned problems is the Winter package [Eur17], which
tries to provide a legal framework for the protection of prosumers. It assumes that this is
necessary, because prosumers are entering a market where they line up against big utility
companies [CoH14]. Thus, the Winter package grants several special rights to prosumers
[Jac17]. The Winter package also accounts for the evolving role of the DSOs. It states that
DSOs play a big role in fostering the flexibility services delivered by prosumers and enable them
to reach the market in a non-discriminatory way [COM16].
To deal with the introduction of demand response, a few principles should be regarded while
creating the legislative framework of the future. Firstly, it is important that retailers are free to
design tariffs that include dynamic pricing but consumers should still have the possibility to
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choose static tariffs if they are not flexible enough for the dynamic ones [Beu17a]. Secondly, the
prosumers should be supported in the complex decision process, which tariff fits them best
[Beu17b].
One important issue already addressed by the Winter package is that prosumers are not
regarded as energy supplier if feeding less than 10 MWh for households and 500 MWh for legal
persons into the grid on an annual basis [Ibi17]. Thus, prosumers do not lose their rights as
consumers. This also suggests that prosumers do not have to meet Universal Service
Obligations (USO) in order to participate in the market. However, this could mean that traditional
utilities are left with the consumers that may have no access to liquid P2P markets e.g., island
consumers. Reaching these consumers is usually very expansive for the utilities [Cer13].
Therefore, it should be further examined whether the introduction of a USO makes sense or not.
Nonetheless, considering a more general scenario, no matter if there will be a P2P system or
not, there will be much more small prosumers in the future markets, which have to deal with
more complex contracts than nowadays and also are rather vulnerable compared to a big utility.
Thus, it is likely that the energy regulation of the future will become more interdisciplinary and
private law will become more relevant [Lav17].
In addition to these possible changes in the regulatory framework of the electricity sector, it is
also expected that the EU will adjust the regulation in order to reach the energy goals set for
2030 [EuC17]. There are three major goals set in relation to energy:


The greenhouse gas emissions should be cut by 40% compared to 1990 levels,



at least 27% of the energy mix should come from renewable sources and



at least 27% cut of the overall energy consumption in a “business-as-usual” scenario.

To meet the targets, the European Commission has proposed some possible steps. One is to
reform the EU emissions trading scheme. Furthermore, new indicator for the competitiveness
and security of the energy system, such as price differences with major trading partners,
diversification of supply, and interconnection capacity between EU countries have to be defined.
The EU also defined some targets for the transportation sector [EuC11]. By 2030 there should
be a 50% shift away from conventionally fuelled cars, which is even extended to no more
conventionally-fuelled cars within European cities by 2050. Furthermore, an essentially CO 2-free
movement of goods in major urban centres should be achieved by 2030. Another goal
addresses road transport fatalities, they should be cut half until 2020 and almost cut completely
until 2050.
II.2.2.a.2. EV diffusion
To minimize global climate change and its effects by emission strategies, drastic
countermeasures have to be taken. This goal can’t be realized easily with traditional combustion
vehicles. Therefore, the EU member states rather try to rely on EV technology than to fall below
these ranges with traditional combustion systems. For example, Denmark and Norway are
planning to prohibit sale of non-electric vehicles from 2025 on [Lam16].
As for the EV diffusion in 2020, only estimations on the development of the number of EVs can
be made for the year 2030. Therefore, Kampman et al. [Kam11] considered three different
scenarios where the EV market will behave differently. Table 8 gives a short overview of the
predicted numbers on EV diffusion in the European numbers.
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Table 8: Estimated EVs for the next decades (according to [Kam11]).

Scenario

2020

2030

1

3m

50 m

2

2m

20 m

3

6m

93 m

Here, Scenario 1 represents a development, which is based with most probability on realistic
development of factors such as cost (e.g. oil), government subsidies or EV production aspects.
Hence, this scenario can be expected, if the trends of the input parameters will behave as
predicted.
The second Scenario presumes groundbreaking development of combustion engine vehicles
and rather low EV market influence. This would mean that consumers would rather stay with
using conventional cars instead of EVs. As shown in Table 8, the respective number of EVs,
which are estimated for 2030, would be significantly lower, as in the other scenarios.
In the other way around, another case is illustrated with Scenario 3, where instead of Scenario
2, a breakthrough in EV development is presumed. This would almost double the number of
estimated EVs on European roads as in Scenario 1. [Kam11]
To show the evolution of these concrete numbers in numbers, the sales as well as the diffused
EVs in the EU are shown in more detail in Figure 20 and Figure 21 (Legend Note: Electric
Vehicle with a Range Extender, EREV; Full Electric Vehicle, FEV). Because the sales will
develop differently for the three scenarios [Kam11], only the trend for Scenario 1 is shown, as it
is the one to be expected with highest probability.

Figure 35: Development of EV sales in the EU for different scenarios (from [Kam11]).

As shown in Figure 35, the sales for conventional cars begin to drop after 2015 and will finally
decline to around half the previous peak sales. Thus, a clear shift to electromobility can be
observed. However, as this figure only shows sales numbers, a view on the diffused EVs is
needed. Therefore, Figure 36 gives a more detailed information, including the other two
scenarios in comparison.
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Figure 36: Development of EV diffusion in the EU for different scenarios (from [Kam11]).

Here, a positive development of EV diffusion can be observed for all of the scenarios. Although
an optimistic case is estimated Scenario 3 because of ground-breaking developments in EV
technology, even Scenario 1 shows a significant ratio of 15% to 20% in the EU vehicle fleet.
Thus, at least one out of six vehicles is estimated to be an EV by 2030 in a realistic prediction.
II.2.2.a.3. EV Energy and Power
With the growing number of EVs on EU roads, the power grid needs to be handled intelligently in
order to overcome the demand of these vehicles [ARF14]. Taking the variable availability of
renewable energy in the power mix and the various charging demand of EVs into account,
electromobility will have a significant impact on the power grid [ARF14].
Compared to the results presented in section II.2.1.a.3. no estimations or predictions could be
found for the year 2030 which would cover the power demand of EVs throughout the average
week. It is yet unclear, how exactly the number of EVs will develop in the upcoming century and
the actual composition of energy sources as well as distribution grid can only be assumed. To go
a safe way however, the predictions for 2020 shall be taken as reference, while presuming a
more demanding scenario for 2030.
II.2.2.a.4. Charging Infrastructure
In regard to establishing a functioning ecosystem for e-mobility, charging infrastructure remains
the most critical success factor and thus needs to be established, maintained and expanded with
the according preference in regard to other aspects of e-mobility. In order to guarantee that
properly maintained, user friendly and rapidly deployable charging stations can also function in a
manner that is economically sound and thus allows for expansion that makes sense in terms of
cost control and profit maximization, all charging stations whether commercially or privately
operated, need to be equipped with according AI (Artificial Intelligence) for managing the
charging process and will furthermore need to be able to be controlled by the DSO directly.
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According to even the most conservative estimates, there could be a considerable surge in the
number of EVs between 2020 and 2050, partially fuelled by legislation that is now prepared by
several EU States to severely limit or outright ban the sales of Petrol and Diesel Vehicles
between 2040 and 2050. Dutch Bank ING has created a projection where 100% market share of
EVs could even be reached by 2035. Estimations of numbers relating to increase in the market
share of EVs vary considerably
but even if only a quarter of the
increase that ING is projecting in
EV sales is achieved by 2030, it
would mandate at least a fourfold
increase in the number of
available charging stations from
the number target for 2020, which
itself equates to roughly 4 times
as many charging stations as
there are available in the EU up
until the end of the second
quarter of 2017. Implementing
these requirements would lead to
necessary numbers of CS in the
member states as presented in
Table 9 where the number of CS
planned for 2020 (see 1.3.1.a.4)
Figure 37: Figure 37: Battery electric vehicle market share in
is multiplied by 4. According to
Europe %. Source: ING Bank.
the
European
Environment
Agency [EEA16b] the additional electricity demand due to the high rates of electric vehicle
ownership assumed for the future will need to be met by additional power generation.
Furthermore, this additional energy needs to be integrated into the grid infrastructure across
Europe. Until 2030, the additional energy demand by electric vehicles will be limited and will not
significantly influence the electricity system. But, in the longer term, with high market shares of
electric vehicles assumed in 2050, the required electricity demand will have more significant
impact on power systems in Europe.
Table 9: CS required in member states to fulfil charging needs across Europe in 2030 (source.
ELECTRIFIC calculations based on EU estimations, see also section II.2.1.a.4. ).
EU State member

2020

2030

Austria

12.000

48.000

Belgium

21.000

84.000

Bulgaria

7.000

28.000

Cyprus

2.000

8.000

13.000

52.000

Germany

150.000

600.000

Denmark

5.000

20.000

Estonia

1.000

4.000

Greece

13.000

52.000

Finland

7.000

28.000

Czech Republic
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France

97.000

388.000

Hungary

7.000

28.000

Ireland

2.000

8.000

125.000

500.000

Lithuania

4.000

16.000

Luxembourg

1.000

4.000

Latvia

2.000

8.000

Malta

1.000

4.000

Netherlands

32.000

128.000

Poland

46.000

184.000

Portugal

12.000

48.000

Romania

10.000

40.000

Spain

82.000

328.000

Slovakia

4.000

16.000

Slovenia

3.000

12.000

Sweden

14.000

56.000

122.000

488.000

Switzerland

12.000

48.000

Total Market

807.000

3.228.000

100%

400%

Italy

United Kingdom

II.2.2.a.5. Grid infrastructure and EV pressure
According to [EuC16] the overall energy consumption (not only electricity) will steadily decrease
until 2040 and stabilize until 2050 (approximately 1.550 million tons of oils equivalent (Mtoe) (1
Mtoe = 11,63TWh), whereas the electricity consumption will increase from 20% of the total
energy use in 2005 (approximately 1.880 Mtoe) to 28% in 2050. The decreasing energy demand
due to efficiency growth will be proportionately more and more served by electricity. Concerning
only the electricity, an average increase of 1.1% per year of electricity demand from 2020 (ca.
3,500 TWh) to 2050 (4,900 TWh) is estimated [McK10].
In addition, there is a change in the volatility of the produced electricity due to the increased
dependency on weather conditions introduced by wind and solar energy plants. In 2030, 32% 34% of electricity consumption in PLEF countries (Pentalateral Energy Forum including
BENELUX-DE-FR-AT-CH) will be obtained from wind and solar [Agr15].
The study [Eur15] focuses on the development of electro mobility, the related challenges for
distribution power grids, the benefit of coordinated charging processes, and the requirements for
policymakers and regulators in this section to start electric mobility across Europe. Three
different scenarios in terms of EV sales are compared: Slow, Transition and Revolution, the
report of [Eur15] shows a dramatically increase of the amount of EVs starting from 2020 (see
Figure below). These EVs of course needs to be charged in the public electricity grid and thus
increase the average and peak demand.
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Figure 38: EV market uptake in the three scenarios.
Upper graph: Annual market share (%) and sales (million). Lower graph: Accumulated market
share (%) and sales (Million). Source: EURELECTRIC smart charging and e-mobility survey
[Eur15].

Based on an optimistically estimated EV rate of 20% of all cars on the road in Europe by 2020 in
a study shown in [McK14], the overall electricity demand will only increase by 3-4% of the base
case without such large EV usage. Power demand however, is a different story. With a
hypothetical scenario, having 100% car electrification, peak load due to EV charging increase
the basic average load by 92 GW and the peak load by 130 GW by 2035. If there is not
intelligent load shifting charging mechanism, the peak demand will increase by 21.1% by 2035
due to the EV charging. These numbers are calculated under expected growth in the coefficient
peak load by that year [Eur15]. So the overall electricity demand is feasible to manage for the
grid operators as the estimated average demand in 2035 with the extra 92 GW of EV charging
load is below the current peak demand which is handled today. The bigger issue is the
additional peak demand, if all EV charge at the same time, especially in low voltage grids.
To counteract on the increased intra-Europe electricity exchange, which is also induced by
political goals of increasing the usage of renewable energy sources, the European transmission
system must be enhanced. The ENTSO-E yearly provides the TYNDP (ten-year network
development plan), which sketches the direction in which the development will be driven in the
future. According to the TYNDP of 2016, 150bn € investment sum, of which 70-80 will be spent
by 2030, are estimated. An expected renewable energy source utilization of 45 to 60% across
four different visions for 2030 is forecasted [Eur15]. These costs are of course not only related to
EV rollout but also due to renewable power source integration.
An estimation from the France DSO ERDF (Électricité Réseau Distribution France) shows, that
the overall reinforcement costs without smart charging can be compensated using smart
charging methods [Eur15].
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Figure 39: Reinforcement costs (Milion €) for low-voltage grids and cost reduction with smart
charging. Source ERDF.

II.2.2.a.6. Evaluation
For Europe as a whole, legislation that positively impacts the evolvement of the ELECTRIFC
accessible market for EV grid integration is on its way regarding several issues: on the one
hand, the EU goals for CO2 emissions from mobility as well from electricity production in general
foster the market dynamics for ELECTRIFIC in Europe. Also the consumer side and the future
role of DSOs in a market that need demand flexibility are being defined and legislatively
prepared e.g. by the Winter package (s.a). However, EU legislation is always a framework for
the legislation in member states that allows different interpretations when pouring it into national
legislation. It therefore remains to be seen how these guidelines will be implemented in different
member states. Even if on the whole a four-fold increase of the placement of CS is foreseen, the
real implementation will be based on the conditions found in different member states: Just
comparing Germany with a strong combustion-driven car manufactory with Norway where a high
share of dispatchable renewable energy is enabled by a favourable geography shows that the
political energy supporting EV diffusion is quite different.
From an EU perspective, however, it is expected that the peak demand will increase by 21,1%
through EV pressure in Europe for which parts of planned investment of 70-80bn by 2030 in grid
infrastructure will be dedicated. This is only part of the market that might be realized by a new
commercial branch that – like ELECTRIFIC – deals with the integration of EVs into the power
grid.

II.2.2.b. Germany
II.2.2.b.1. Legal framework
Besides solving the problems discussed in section II.2.2.a.1. on a national level, there exist
some recommendations on the development of the regulation framework of the energy sector
specifically in Germany [NPE15]. To assure that the available charging infrastructure becomes
sufficient, the building regulations and tenancy law should undergo some changes. For example,
it has to be assured that everybody can install a private charging point and that all public car
parks are equipped with a sufficient number of charging points. In this context, also the
calibration regulations of the charging points should be defined properly. Furthermore, it is
recommended to adjust the tax law, so that the cost of electricity for charging company cars at
home can be used to reduce the income tax. Another aspect for changing tax law is that
electricity used from charging infrastructure at the workplace is classed as tax-free.
Besides these recommended changes in the legislative framework, it is also expected that the
German government will change the regulation framework in order to meet its environmental and
e-mobility goals [BMW17b]. Concrete goals set for the energy sector are a cut of 55% of
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greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 compared to the 1990 levels and an increase of the portion
of renewables in the energy mix to 50%. These goals are even extended until 2050 to a cut of
80-95% of greenhouse gas emissions and a portion of 80% renewables in the energy mix.
Furthermore, the primary energy consumption should be cut by 50% until 1050 compared to the
level of 2008.
The government also has to meet goals for the transport sector. There should be six million
registered EVs in Germany until 2030. However, as it seems that already the 2020 goal of one
million EVs is missed out, one can expect that also the 2030 goal will be hard to reach.
Furthermore, by 2050 there should be no more conventionally fuelled cars in urban areas
anymore.
II.2.2.b.2. EV diffusion
As the EU is lowering CO2 emission rates in the next years, Germany also wants to take
countermeasures. Therefore, Germany follows the goal to reduce its CO2 emissions by 95 %
until the year 2050 [Boe16]. Also, the urban traffic energy consumption should drop by 40%
between 2005 and 2050 [Bun17]. These intents can only be realized if drastic actions are taken
against emissions and excessive power demand of vehicles.
Therefore, electromobility seems to be an attractive means to reach the proposed goals. For
this, Germany’s future is set to be 6 m EVs in 2030 by the federal government, representing a
15% market share [Joc15], which is nearly as much as estimated for the EU in a realistic case.
Compared to the sum of EVs in 2016 by simple calculation (see Figure 7), the number of electric
vehicles should be estimated to be a 235-fold. Also, it is claimed by the German federal council
for 2030, that only those vehicles which are emission-free should be allowed to get a passenger
car registration [Boe16]. Although germany’s plans are commendable, a realistic view is needed
to improve EV diffusion in the next years.
Therefore, Propfe et al. simulated the trend of EV diffusion for different scenarios [Pro13]. In a
reference scenario (“business-as-usual”), the most probable evolution is presumed. In an
external conditions scenario, the input parameters will influence a stronger market share of EVs.
Lastly, an OEM mark-up scenario considers price drops in EVs and their components. To give a
short overview on the expected EV sales for 2030, see the following list. [Pro13]


Reference scenario:

80,000 EVs



Ext. conditions scenario:

53,000 EVs



OEM mark-up scenario:

681,000 EVs

Besides the expected outcomes of the scenarios, Propfe et al. give insight on the market share
development for each scenario. In this context, Figure 40 shows the market development for the
reference scenario (Legend Note: Fuel Cell Vehicles, FCEV; Diesel engine, D; Diesel hybrids,
DHyb; Gasoline engine, G; Gasoline hybrids, Ghyb). Here, the drop of market shares for purely
Diesel or gasoline powered vehicles is dropping, while hybrid vehicles are dominating the
market. The share of EVs however, is only slightly increasing.
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Figure 40: Market share of vehicle types in a reference scenario for 2030 (from [Pro13]).

II.2.2.b.3. EV Energy and Power
As it can be expected by the movement from combustion engine to electric vehicles, the energy
demand will rise, although Germany’s energy demand will drop in the future. In 2030, provided
with an average market growth in electromobility and considering a reference scenario, there
could be an estimated EV energy demand of 34 TWh from the annual total of 495 TWh, i.e. a 7
% ratio [IFE14, p. 56].
However, the power demand needs to be considered also, because of its highly dynamic
characteristics. Jochem et al. For 2030, the power capacity is predicted to be 193 GW for
controlled charging and 2 GW more in case of uncontrolled EV charging [Joc13]. In this
prediction, Jochem et al. presume a number of 6 m EVs on German roads, as set in the goal of
Germanys future in electromobility. Also, it is worth mentioning here, that the %RES is estimated
to be 142 GW capacity in both cases [Joc13]. Here, EVs will take up a peak load of 83 GW for
controlled and 79 GW for uncontrolled charging [Joc13]. Figure 41 shows the demand of the
daily hours for different seasons and days of week as estimated by Jochem et al. [Joc13].

Figure 41: Electricity demand for uncontrolled and controlled charging (from [Joc13]).

To give a more detailed view on the power demand, Figure 42 shows the weekly power demand
predicted for different developments of the EV diffusion [Har11]. This estimation presumes an
uncontrolled charging of the EVs [Har11]. It is clearly noticeable, compared to a purely
combustion engine based traffic, that by switching 1 m vehicles to plug-in electric, the power
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demand will only change slightly. In numbers, this change would only make for roughly 1.5% rise
of the fluctuations [Har11]. Besides this illustration, a market share of 7 m EVs would cause
fluctuations in the power grid to increase by less than 10% [Har11].

Figure 42: Energy demand for different EV numbers (from [Har11]).

To see the electricity demand of EV types throughout the days of 2030 in detail, one can refer to
Figure 42. In these graphs, different groups of electric cars are shown with regards to their
electricity consumption. It shall be noted here, that both graphs were shown individually by
Loisel et al. [Loi13], thus Figure 43 uses redundant dataset legends.

Figure 43: BEV electricity consumption in 2030 (left: Tuesday, right: Saturday) (from [Loi13]).

Clearly different electricity consumption trends are shown in Figure 43, which is not only caused
by the share of EV types in Germany for 2030 (e.g. mini type cars with 11.35% or compact cars
with 35.81%), but also on their usage [Loi13]. In this regard, Loisel et al. distinguish the driving
and parking pattern of the EV types in Figure 43 [Loi13], in order to give a detailed estimation.
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II.2.2.b.4. Charging Infrastructure
At any rate, it should be noted that making predictions about the developments of a market that
is driven by an enormous number of factors in the domains of technology, law, local politics,
economics, environmental protection and many more, is not a task to be taken lightly and as
such one will inevitably come to the conclusion, that the difficulties in making predictions about
the direction and growth rate of the market for EV charging stations is not an easy task. In fact, it
is required that the perceived rate of growth of the EV industry itself, be compared with the
actual numbers of sales and registrations of EVs in order to gather insightful information about
future developments in the market for charging stations.
The increase in energy demand from electric vehicles is set to increase from approximately <1%
to approximately 4-5% by 2030 according to the European Environment Agency (see below).
This factor of 4-5 fold increase can be used to control for overly optimistic assumptions in sales
and makes an overall increase of a factor of 4 appear more than prudent where the number of
charging stations in the EU in 2030 is concerned [EEA16b].
In the 2011 White Paper on Transport [WPT11], the European Commission set a target of
halving the use of conventionally fuelled cars in urban transport by 2030, a goal which would
otherwise face almost insurmountable obstacles because of the dependencies of the economy
regarding conventionally fuel vehicles, were it not for the fact, that with impending bans on sales
of new petrol and diesel fuel cars in the EU, which are likely due within the next 25 years, there
is actually pressure on car makers to forego their current business strategies, which are based
mainly on petrol and diesel fuel cars, in favour of a long-term oriented and sustainable business
model built on electric vehicles.
It is not hard to imagine, that such a development, even if it comes to pass in 25-35 years is
going to put tremendous strain on the power grid during the coming years and so adding
capacity is something that will have to be done not gradually in line with assumptions as it has
been done before, but dynamically and progressively, since there is no way to tell when exactly
the big increases in sales for EVs will occur.
For all we know such a sales surge could occur during the next couple of years, given enough
financial incentives to buyers who are in the market for a new car. Of course the charging
infrastructure would have to be prepared to take on considerable additional loads in order for
that to work out not to mention that the number of charging stations available in each EU
member state, will remain among the key purchase criteria regarding EVs.
Because of the current circumstances and the stage of development of the EV ecosystem, an
inadequate charging infrastructure that will only be expanded once a considerable number of
new sales of EVs has occurred, might be the very thing precluding its own expansion, since the
ability to find a station to recharge one’s vehicle quickly on longer trips, is basically the main
component that currently influences potential car buyers’ decisions in regard to EVs, since the
range of these vehicles is approximately 500 kilometres per charge at best.
Projections for Germany, the biggest EV market in the EU, state that by 2025, it is anticipated
there will have been a significant improvement in battery performance and thus in the range that
electric vehicles can cover. This will require higher charging capacity. Depending on the
availability of vehicles with the corresponding battery technologies, individual charging points on
main traffic arteries will prospectively be configured with a charging capacity of up to 350 kW –
with a corresponding improvement in grid connection/expansion.
This factors in heavily into the energy policy of Germany. In terms of power generated from
renewables being used for this additional need, for legislation stipulates an increase to a share
of 40 to 45 percent by 2025 across all industries.
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Add to this the target of having 6 million EVs in Germany by 2030, which will create additional
load burdens on the existing charging infrastructure and thereby add some much needed
impetus for the funding and further development of the charging infrastructure in Germany and
across the whole EU, because with e-roaming the appetite for energy of German EVs will
certainly not be limited to Germany’s charging infrastructure, what with German vacationers
using EVs to get to their destinations across the EU and heavy duty transport vehicles running
on electricity, both of which have to be able to travel distances many times the reach of one
single charge [CIE15].
II.2.2.b.5. Grid infrastructure and EV pressure
Concerning the grid infrastructure on transmission level, the four German TSOs are planning to
spend a total amount of 34-36bn € by 2030 in order to renew and increase its grid. In total
7,600-8,500 km of existing cables will be reinforced and about 3,800 km new cable will be
installed. Concerning offshore grid connection 2,800 km of cables could be installed by 2030
(3,700 km by 2035). The costs for this investment would be 16bn € by 2030 (22bn € by 2035),
providing a capacity of 7.4GW in 2030 and 11.4 GW in 2035 [Ene17]. These costs are also not
only related to an increased number of EV charging, but for the energy turnaround in total.
These investments are necessary to maintain a stable grid functionality as by 2022 all German
nuclear power plants will be stepwise shut down. In addition, some conventional power plants,
especially coal-fired power plants, will also be shut down in the future. To ensure the electricity
grid stability within Germany and also in Europe, these new power lines in the transmission
system need to be build. As example, the SuedLink and the SuedOstLink using high voltage
direct current power lines can be named [BMW16].
In contrast to TSOs, DSOs have mostly reactive costs. This is due to the fact that new in-feeders
and consumers are not planned by the DSOs but act on their own by a grid connection request.

Figure 44: Electricity production from different energy sources [BMW14].

Only if the local conditions are fixed (after a grid connection request), an appropriate power grid
planning takes place and the required power grid enhancements are implemented. In terms of
operating efficiency, the NRA only allows a certain degree of over expenditures. This regulation
ensures that the grid enhancement costs are reduced to a minimum, but it can also happen that
grid areas have to be enhanced multiple times over the years. On the one hand, predicting the
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necessity of grid expansion is difficult on the basis of the above-mentioned points. On the other
hand, public provision of the grid for other parties on the market is not necessary und thus the
initial planned capacity on grid connection should fit the requested power demand.
II.2.2.b.6. Evaluation
How the potential for the EV market and for grid integration will develop in Germany until 2030 is
dependent on a number of opposing conditions and trends and as of now it it not clear which will
prevail: on the one hand, the political goals seem to be fostering the development of both the EV
market (aiming at 6 million EVs on German roads in 2030 as a first start) and the electricity
system where goals are even more ambitious claiming that until 2030 CO2 emissions should be
by 55% of 1990 levels and renewables have a share of around 50% in electricity consumption.
Considering that this highly increases the volatility of supply and EV represents a new load,
connecting these via demand response and dynamic pricings seems self-evident. However, until
now the business model of German DSOs who would be the major profiteers of the
ELECTRIFIC approach does not include a fixed budget or a capped income stream but rather
the legal right to turn investment cost deemed necessary into fees that must be paid by final
customers. As long as the investment necessity does not have to be proven against investment
into flexibilizing demand this means that it is more or less up to the DSO to decide whether to
build up (nearly 100% reliable) infrastructure or a system of dynamic prices, load capping or
other strategies which involve human interaction. Additionally, the development of the necessary
CS infrastructure accompanying EV evolution seems to be as unclear as the German dedication
to the project [Spi17]. But as even with a moderate scenario, the additional load from EVs until
2030 is estimated to be around 7% of total electricity consumption, it may be possible that just
reacting to market driven developments will force Germany to support integrating electric
mobility into the power grid via enhanced legislation. The quantitative analysis will include
scenarios that represent this situation.

II.2.2.c. Spain
II.2.2.c.1. Legal
The governmental policy related to EVs in Spain is still young and unstable, due to differences in
the approach to the issue by different governments. However, there are some positive things
profiling a positive evolution of the situation.
First of all, Spain produces a lot of renewable energy, about 36 % of the electricity production in
2015 (IEA, Energy System Overview), but it only represents around 17 % of the final energy
consumption; these results are still far from the EU 2020 goals, and even further than the 27 %
renewable energy consumption for 2030. Government expects to reach the 2020 targets with
additional 9 GW of wind power and the cooperation and energy exchanges with other countries
by 2020. They also plan to increase the obligation to use biofuels in transport.
On the other hand, 2030 EU goals include a decrease of 10% of the Spanish GHG emissions by
2020 (beyond 2020 it is only defined for the whole UE a 40 % reduction, but not particularly for
Spain) and an improvement of 27 % in the energy efficiency. Spain has reach the efficiency
target by far (the goal for 2016 was 9 %, and the country reached that level in 2013), but it is not
the case on GHG emissions. In fact, as shown in the report “Hoja de ruta de los sectores difusos
a 2020” [OEC14], models project (BAU) an increase in the emissions of 54.5 MtCO2eq in 2020.
To avoid that, the Roadmap presents 43 additional measures across all sectors to achieve the
EU 2020 goal, including the use of alternative energies for vehicles (electricity, natural gas...).
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Beyond that, it is unclear how Spain will meet the objective in GHG mitigation, since they cannot
rely on international cooperation on GHG emissions market.
Spain has some issues related to regulatory certainty with incentives. By means of the Act
24/2013 it is expected to improve it by using a more transparent methodology for reviewing the
rate of return and apply the proper incentives for renewable energies. An increase of the selfsolar consumption is expected due to the decrease of solar panel prices and the fact that
legislation gives permission to systems for self-consumption with less than 10 kW [UNE15],
which allows systems for individuals living in cottages or detached houses. Recently, the
Constitutional Court has banned some articles of the RD900/2015, allowing self-consumption for
apartment blocks’ common consumptions [Elp17] (lights in common areas, elevators, etc).
II.2.2.c.2. EV diffusion
As stated before, the Spanish EV market is still very young (it started 8 years ago), and hence
it’s still at initial stages; that’s why the growth is still fast but absolute numbers are small.
According to the technology adoption lifecycle created by Everett M. Rogers and developed by
Geoffrey Moore, every disruptive innovation follows an evolution with a gap or chasm between
people who are prone to adopt new technologies and the vast majority of the society, more
reluctant to them. According to that model, society is divided in different groups:







Technology enthusiasts/innovators: Less than 3 % of society, they use to be
wealthier, more educated and prosperous. They like to risk money in products and
technology still developing.
Early adopters/visionaries: Around 13 % of the population, they use to be more
interested in trying new technologies to test their weaknesses. Usually, they are useful
for the companies developing the technology.
Early majority/pragmatists: They represent ⅓ of the society. They are interested in
technologies that can solve their problems and fulfil their needs. Pragmatists look for a
measurable gain instead of just the pleasure of trying something new. Pragmatists don’t
like flaws and ask for reference within their peers instead of looking for the opinion of
early adopters and/or conservatives, which they take into account but don’t rely on.
Late majority/conservatives: Another ⅓ of society, conservatives are unwilling to adopt
new technologies, expecting for proofs of its value. Late adopters want socials proofs of
the product/technology before buying it.
Laggards/sceptics: The remaining 16% of the society, they only adopt a technology
long after the rest of society has adopted it, and even then they will be reluctant and
won’t use it much more. By this point, the marginal cost of the product has fallen
significantly.

These groups can be represented as a classical normal distribution or “bell curve” according to
order of adoption of the disruptive technology. In the graphic below can be seen the chasm
existing between the early adopters and the rest of the society, called by Geoffrey Moore as
“The Chasm”. This point of the market is critical, because the expectations and motivations to
buy a technology are different in visionaries and pragmatists, and failing of cross the gap can
result in the end of that technology. When it crosses the chasm successfully, the technology
gains mainstream acceptance. It’s important to remark that motivations change from one side of
the chasm to the other; while innovators and early adopters are moved by scarcity (to have what
others don’t or can’t have yet), the majority of the society are moved by social proof (to have
what “everybody” have).
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Figure 45: Social media adoption chasm.
Source: “Crossing the Chasm” by Geoffrey A. Moore and Everett Roger’s Theory of Diffusion

The parallelism with EVs are evident; in fact, EVs are now about to cross the gap or actually
crossing it in some countries. In the case of Spain, EV adoption is still for innovators and some
really early adopters, as the market share shows, representing only 0,075% of all the vehicles in
Spain. The scarcity of economic incentives wouldn’t be an issue for innovators and some early
adopters, who will profit from the incentives but don’t rely on them to make the decision to defray
completely an EV. However, the lack of social proof and the instability (owing to absence of
incentives and infrastructure like charging points, etc.) make it still difficult for the early majority.
When looking to the relatively stable growing of EV sales; supports what it is said about
innovators and early adopters in Spain. The effect of the budget of economic incentives can be
seen in the number of EVs sold every month: when the budget of the incentives is big enough,
the sales grow steady; but when the budget is small, the incentives run out quickly and the
market grows irregular, increasing one month and falling the next one. This effect can be seen in
the graph below:

Figure 46: EV (Hybrid and all electric) sales monthly record and annual incentives in Spain.
Source: DGT.

Nevertheless, the evolution is steady, growing every year at exponential pace, as shown with
the red line in Figure 46. If data is analized yearly, it is seen that the effect of incentives is more
over the monthly rate than the annual pace; with bigger budgets the sales grow faster, but with
lower budgets the sales grows anyways, but slowlier and more irregular than before. It can be
seen in the graph below, where the lower budet in 2012 in relation to 2011 results in a drop of
the number of EVs sold that year. The next year, the sales grow, but less than what it would be
with a total budget similar to 2011.
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evolution from 2009 until 2016 and total budget
of economic incentives to purchase an EV in
Spain. Source: EAFO and BOE..
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Figure 48: EV sold in Spain since 2012 until
2016. Source: EAFO.

Figure 47 shows the constant grow of the EV sales, similar to a quadratic equation. However, an
approach to EV sales evolution until 2030 considering a Business As Usual model will be more
accurate taking into account only data from EAFO (European Alternative Fuels Observatory)
from 2012 until now (Error! Reference source not found.); period in which incentive policies
remained steady and similar to the present moment. In 2012 the change in the economic
incentives due to a change in the government (the total funds for the annual program of
incentives felt from 72 million of Euros to 10 million), changed the path in sales and resulted in a
decrease of the electric vehicles sold in Spain of a 3% compared with 2011 (22% if considering
only all electric vehicles). That change can be seen in the Figure 46 as an outlier, and since then
incentives remain regular, with a small increase last year, growing from 7 million to 13.3 million
of Euros; this year, the MOVEA 2017 plan has a budget of 10.9 million of Euro. Taking that into
account, the result is shown in the graph below: Figure 48 shows that EV sales since 2012
adjust very well to an exponential equation, which fits with the first part of the market share
evolution model proposed by Everett Rogers (Figure 49).

Figure 49: Diffusion of innovations according
to Rogers (1962).
In blue, group of consumers, in yellow,
market share (%) of the new technology.
Source: Wikipedia.

Figure 50: EV sales estimation in Spain; the %
represents the market share. Source:
BCNecologia.

Considering the resultant exponential equation and assuming no important changes in the
budget of economic incentives for the purchase of an EV in the following years, an estimation of
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the EV market can be calculated, see Figure 50. It is important to keep in mind that an
exponential estimation can be done only until the market share approaches to 50%, because
near this value, the adoption of the new technology, in this case electric vehicles, begins to slow
down, due to late majority and laggards.
Besides, keeping in mind the existence of “The Chasm” proposed by Geoffrey A. Moore, it is
important to notice that it can be found around the 16% of the market share. Considering the
model proposed, it will be left behind in 2025, when EV will be 17% of the market share; then,
EV will arrive to the early majority and will start to gain mainstream acceptance. It is important to
notice how that happened in Norway, where they are around the 20% of the market share.
Finally, EV will be self-sufficient in the market when they arrive to the 50% of the market share. If
the political framework continues with the promotion of EVs, we could state that, according to the
model, this can happen between 2027 and 2028
It is important to remember that, even though the innovators and early adopters’ motivations are
more related with having the new technology before anyone else (than having something useful
or social accepted), the acceptance of a new technology is always related with its easiness to be
adopted and the visibility it will provide and/or has; early market (innovators and visionaries) will
be more interested in the social status that the EV provides to the user, while mass market will
be interested in technology and practicality. For that reason, it is imperative to provide
infrastructure to make the use of EVs easy, giving early users the opportunities to show their
social status, at the same time that mass users familiarize with the technology and get the proof
required to see EVs as an option to fulfil their needs.
Moreover, other policies could accelerate the acquisition of EVs. The action lines taken by big
cities like Madrid or Barcelona, limiting traffic inside the city for more pollutant vehicles, could
make the purchasing of electric vehicles more appealing for early users, particularly for early
majority, who can be interested by the benefits like avoiding these limitations without worrying.
The White Paper on Transport 2011 written by the Commission of Transport, also established
the objective of reducing the “conventionally fuelled” cars to 50% in urban transport for 2030 and
0% to 2050. These marks could be achieved with the Business as Usual model shown, but more
incentives should be given to users in line to ensure the stability of the market and a steady
growing to guarantee the accomplishing of the objective.
II.2.2.c.3. Charging infrastructure
Nowadays, there are 2,137 charge points in Spain, but some semi-public projects that want to
improve that number have been introduced: the PIRVEC [PIR17], a plan written by the ICAEN
which outlines the installation of a network of fast and semi-fast charging stations between cities,
giving preference to cities near main roads or highways, and planning to set up fast charging
stations every 100km or less. The plan lays out a unified network in all the region of Catalonia
composed of more than 100 fast charging stations (>45kW) and 400 semi-fast charging stations
(>7.5kW), alongside with 25,000 charging stations in workplaces and homes.
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Figure 52: Map of planned charging stations
(2019) in Catalonia.
Figure 51: Map of charging stations (2015) in
Catalonia (blue) and stations for other alternative
fuelled cars (LPG and CNG, in orange and green).
Source: ICAEN.

Figure 53: PIRVEC's objective of fast charging
network infrastructure for 2019.

In dark blue, areas where to install 100 fast
charging stations, in light blue, areas where
to install 400 semi-fast charging stations.
Source: ICAEN.

Figure 54: Map of CIRVE’s charging stations
(2020) in Spain [CIR15].

The plan also projects different action lines to promote EVs and set up the goal of more than
100,000 EVs in Catalonia for 2020. According to the model introduced before, and relying the
unchanging political framework, the goal could be met in Spain between 2023 and 2024 without
any intervention, so more plans like this one in other Spanish regions could help to accelerate
the achieving of the objective.
Another plan is the CIRVE, a European project lead by the Charge Manager IBIL in collaboration
with other corporations. The project plans to deploy 58 multi-standard quick charging points, 40
in Spain, 25 of which new and 15 adapted ones to the located points along the Atlantic and
Mediterranean Corridors to connect France, Spain and Portugal.
The project is funded 50% by Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) for Transport with a total budget
of 3,535,232 €. At the moment, it will carry a pilot study to identify current legal, technical and
economic barriers to the framework, with special attention to cross-borders areas between the
three countries. The project started at July 2016 and is expected to end at December 2020.
Nowadays, there is not any plan toward 2030, since all the government efforts are focused in
achieving goals before 2020.
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II.2.2.c.4. Grid infrastructure and EV pressure
As stated in current market chapter, the pressure that EVs produce nowadays in the energy grid
is still low. Moreover, it is expected that the hourly based price could increase users interest in
charging at off-peak hours, especially with the EV tariff (2.0 DHS). Smart grid technologies and
products (as the ones that will be designed by ELECTRIFIC) will help to absorb the increasing of
the demand in off-peak hours in an EV adoption scenario. The expected increase in renewable
energies and self-consumption (due to 2020 and 2030 EU objectives) reinforces the fact that
demand would not rise far than peak hours.

Figure 55: Impact of 1 million of EV charging at 16 kWh in energy demand’s curve [Com15].

It is expected that, at least with Mode 3 slow charging, imagining an amount of 16kWh daily
consumption, 12.5 million of EVs could be charged without exceeding the maximum energy
demand at peak hours [Com15], so if that happens in those terms, the grid could be able to
support that. This amount of energy could represent more than 50% of the actual car fleet in
Spain.
II.2.2.c.5. Evaluation
Spain has a short but chequered history of EV development – only since 2012 there has been a
consistent political will and legislation to foster the expansion of e-mobility. Today it seems
stable and also corresponds with energy legislation and goals, so that the prospects for EV
development are quite good for 2030. This is for instance supported by the Spanish Commission
of Transport which for Spain also proclaims the EU goals of a 50% share of non-combustion
engines in urban transport. If there are no changes of general policy and e-mobility continues to
be subsidized as today, according to the presented model in 2030 EVs might make up about the
half of vehicles on Spanish roads. The same goes for CS which are the necessary infrastructure
requirement for EV expansion; even though there are no concrete government plans,
considering overall business opportunities the likelihood of an expanding network of CS is high.
What diminishes however the opportunity to sell ELECTRIFIC based product lines for grid
integration is the overall estimation of the grid pressure of EV expansion: it is estimated that
even if 50% of cars on Spanish roads were EVs, and if the charging process is made in off-peak
hours, there would not have to exist an additional peak on the power grid. In principle it might
seem that, if therefore the additional power does not pose a problem for the grid, this reduces
the ELECTRIFIC market size. However, ELECTRIFIC products are precisely oriented to make
the charging process in the most convenient way and moment, so they could be a key element
to reach those goals.
It is totally necessary to accomplish the goals and associated current legislative efforts to
ambitiously increase the share of electricity produced by renewable energy sources. As this
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introduces additional volatility to the grid, it will be the main opportunity for the ETS to increase
the utilization rate of potential renewable-based electricity.

II.2.2.d. Czech Republic
II.2.2.d.1. Legal framework
Energy
The Czech energy policy until 2040 is summarized in the State Energy Concept (SEC) [MPO14]
approved by the Government of the Czech Republic in 2015.
The emphasis is on the production of electricity from nuclear power plants, exiting from coal and
the increase in the share of renewable sources. The Czech Republic should stay energy
exporter.
The risk of this plan mentioned by OTE (the Czech market operator) in January 2017 is further
tightening of environmental requirements at the EU level, going beyond the current SEC
[OTE17].
Electromobility
The Czech Republic's intentions in the field of electromobility development are set out in the
documents “National Action Plan for Clean Mobility” published in 2015 [MPO15]. The document
specifies the vision that in the Czech Republic 250,000 EVs will be in operation in 2030, which is
about 5% of the total number of more than 5 million registered vehicles. The size of the
additional load is not mentioned in this document.
Five strategic targets for the development of electromobility have been identified.
a) Facilitating the construction of charging infrastructure
b) Stimulation of demand for electric cars
c) Creating conditions for better perception of electromobility by potential customers
d) Improving conditions for the professions related to electromobility
e) Coordination of the charging infrastructure and distribution system
The legislative implications of the Directive 2014/94/EU on the deployment of alternative fuels
infrastructure [Eur14] will require a change in several Czech legislations. In particular, there are
specified the requirements of the Directive in relation to public CSs.
II.2.2.d.2. EV diffusion
In the next period, the strongest barriers (limited supply of electric cars, their high price, low
recharging infrastructure density and little customer experience) should be eliminated and
combined with support measures (free entry to city centres, parking areas, city traffic, etc.) this
type of drive quickly reaches 20% of the total sales of passenger cars and light commercial
vehicles. This should mean the sale of about 50,000 cars a year, and in the Czech Republic,
about 250,000 electric vehicles and plug-in hybrids will be driven in the Czech Republic within
15 years. [EMO16]
According to “National Action Plan for Clean Mobility” (NAP CM), there should be 45% of EVs
(including plug-in EVs) on Czech roads (Figure 14).
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According to “National Action Plan for Clean Mobility” (NAP CM) [MPO15], there should be
255,000 EVs (including plug-in EVs) on Czech roads until 2030 (Figure 56) which is about 5% of
total number of cars.
Figure 56: Expected number of
EVs [MPO15].

Annual sales of EVs should
gradually increase to approx.
50,000
units
in
2030,
representing a share of sales
20.9% per year. The total
number of electric cars
operated should be 255,000
vehicles in 2030.
II.2.2.d.3. Charging infrastructure
A strategy for constructing of charging stations was specified in the document NAP CM
[MPO15]. The strategy is based on the fact that it is necessary to build the charging station
network in advance of real demand. The national plan specifies the prerequisites till 2020 (1,300
public charging points) and then the target should be revised according to empirical experience.
Till now no new document was published.
The assumptions were:





80% of electric cars will be recharged at home
The average car range is 120km
The electric car will drive 50km per day on average
The capacity of the battery is 20kWh on average

(The data are related to year 2015)
From a conceptual point of view, the strategy
focuses on two objectives:


Coverage of the main road network
(Figure 57)



Building charging stations in public
car
parks
(business
centres,
shopping and entertainment centres)

Figure 57: Coverage of the main road network.

The European Commission announced a package of measures to ensure the build-up of
alternative fuel stations across Europe. Proposal for the Czech Republic was to build up 13.000
electric charging points by 2020 [EuC13]. Predicted number of charging stations in the Czech
Republic should be 52.000 (Table 9) in 2030.
Company Elektromobilita ČEZ is building a backbone network of 42 fast-charging stations
funded from European grant CEF. It should be ready by 2018.
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Volkswagen, together with other carmakers, has agreed to set up a European network of fastcharging stations. The plan for the Czech Republic is 1200 charging stations by 2020. [IND17]
II.2.2.d.4. Grid infrastructure and EV pressure
In the medium term, domestic net electricity consumption is projected to increase to 70 TWh in
2030, which is about 10 TWh more than in 2015. Also, a significant increase in electricity
consumption in the electromobility category is expected to be 0.8 TWh. In 2050, electromobility
should account for 6% of net electricity consumption (about 5 TWh). [Oen17]
OTE, a.s., the Czech electricity and gas market operator, presented three basic variants of
possible growth in electricity consumption – see the Figure 58 below.

Figure 58: Projected electricity consumption
(dashed lines without EVs) [OTE17].

Figure 59: Electricity production. (black,
brown: coal; blue: core; yellow: gas; green:
RES) [OTE17].

The main criterion for distinguishing these scenarios is the degree of future centralization or
decentralization of energy production. These two boundary directions are represented by
Central and Decentral scenarios (blue and violet lines). The Concept scenario (red line) is based
on the State Energy Concept. All options ensure that the production will be higher than
consumption so the country will not be dependent on electricity imports.
Projected structure of electricity production is shown in Figure 59.
II.2.2.d.5. Evaluation
Even though there exists a National Action Plan for e-mobility in the Czech Republic, the
prospects for a thriving market of EV grid integration tools is are not good. The major reasons
are that with 5% of the national fleet the targets for 2030 are very low compared to other
countries like Spain or Germany so that the total load on the grid is also not very high.
Unfortunately, there are no figures available as to the increase of peak load via EV in the Czech
Republic which implies that this has not been identified by government as a particular threat to
the stability of the system. These meagre prospects are further reduced by the fact that also
from the point of view of system stability, the need for local balancing due to renewable energy
sources will be comparably low in 2030 as the national targets are set only to an 18% share of
renewable resources at electricity production.
A small market can be expected in geographic locations where there is both a high density of
CS and of renewable electricity production. There is no detailed information on this rough
assessment apart from construction plans of CS along major roads and commercial centres.
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The first part of this work was dedicated to factual description of various issues that relate to the
market potential of ELECTRIFIC – however, these issues were analysed separately, not yet
culminating in the estimation of the market potential of the ELECTRIFIC approach as a whole.
This will be done in the current chapter that aims at merging together the facts into an overall
picture.
As mentioned before, the grid integration ELECTRIFIC market is determined partially by avoided
grid cost ( 𝐶𝑔 ). These are defined viea the perception of e-mobility as an additional load that the
low voltage grid must serve at any cost. The second level of avoided cost is the value of the
increased integration of volatile renewable power which is enabled by the implementation of
ELECTRIFIC (𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑛 ).
These two values – added up – form the upper limit of the Theroretical Market Potential (𝑇𝑀𝑃).
However, to which degree this potential is finally realised depends on the cost of incentives for
the users (𝐶𝑖 ) and their reaction; only if cost is tuned optimally can the Real Market Potential
(𝑅𝑀𝑃) be maximized.
𝑇𝑀𝑃 = 𝐶𝑔 + 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑛
𝑅𝑀𝑃 = 𝑇𝑀𝑃 − 𝐶𝑖
In order to determine the cost components of 𝐶𝑔 and 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑛 , first of all the pressure of e-mobility
on the grid must be calculated – and where this is not possible it must at least be transparently
estimated. Alas, as mentioned before, the data needed for this estimation are not readily
available for Europe or one of the parter member states. However, both from the side of EV
charging behaviour as well as from the side of the low (and medium) voltage grid, through the
presence of ELECTRIFIC trial partners in Bavaria, this region offers the richest set of data to the
project. Therefore, it is chosen as example area where to execute a simulation based
quantitative analysis of the ELECTRIFIC market potential.
This approach consists of the following components which will help to understand the Bavarian
ELECTRIFIC market for grid integration of EV (today and 2030):


Estimate the charging behaviour of EV drivers.



Estimate the grid ”behaviour” of the low voltage power grid aiming to comply with the
load of e-mobility (i.e. without ELECTRIFIC) under the assumption of current levels of
volatile renewable energy sources.



Identify geographical and temporal hotspots.



Determine the cost to deal with these hotspots (without ELECTRIFIC)

In a second step the same procedure is run under the assumption of the governmental
implementation of the goals for renewable energy for 2020 and 2030. For Bavaria this means an
increase of the share of renewable energy to cover 70% of electricity consumption1 by 2030.
Interpolating linearly between this goal (for 2025) and the situation in 2014 (40%) means that for
the near future of 2018 (today’s estimate using figures between 2015 and 20172) nearly 50% of
1

These are the goals for 2025 – it is assumed that this is also the level for 2030 [STM17].

2

Based on [STM16]
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gros electricity production must be covered by renewable energy. These figures and
assumptions need to be disintegrated into a volatilie and dispatchable part – only the volatile
share of renewable electricity production is the one to be evaluated for the market analysis.

II.3.1. Estimating the charging behaviour of EV drivers
Estimating the charging behaviour of EV drivers before behaviour change through ELECTRIFIC
is a non-trivial task. There are several studies which aim at constructing charging profiles,
however, they always pick specific driver profiles under various assumptions. These studies
need to be analysed thoroughly to see if and to which degree the results can be applied to
Bavaria. One issue might be that charging behaviour in cities differs from charging behaviour in
rural areas which cover most of Bavaria’s landscape. For the ELECTRIFIC use case it is also
necessary to differentiate between the charging behaviour of private EV Owners (EVO) and EVs
in a fleet. Internally, figures from HTB are available; it remains to be seen, however, if they can
be disintegrated for fleet vs. private use and for Bavaria vs. other customer countries of HTB.
Necessarily, these figures need to be extrapolated for Bavaria as a whole, as HTB is not the only
supplier of CS in Bavaria. Studies constructing driving behaviour and driving profiles can offer
additional help, assuming that EV taken on its own does not influence driving needs.
It then will need to be evaluated if it is sufficient to assume that charging profiles remain
unchanged between the two scenarios (today vs. 2030) or if they will have to be adapted to the
higer availability of CS.
This information need to be merged with information about charging station density (if possible
taking into account different power draws from the different types of CS), which also differ
between rural areas and cities. For the 2030 scenario, investment plans like the new political
decision to fund 7000 new CSs in Bavaria until 2020 [Hei17] must be accounted for; also
regarding the nature of the charging profiles.
As can be seen, it is not possible to get direct data for Bavaria, and a compromise solution
merging the findings from various different sources must be found.
The aggregation of the charging profiles for the number of registered (and forecasted) EVs in
Bavaria needs then to be added to the rest of
power demand. Ideally, this will be on a
geographically at least coarsely disintegrated level,
but it is both not sure if this is possible nor if the
data available on DSO side are sufficiently finegrained and complete.
The result will then be a set of demand curves like
the curve in Figure 60.
Figure 60: Sample power load curve (with EVs).

II.3.2. Estimating the Grid Dynamics
On the supply side, data from Bayernwerk are available to feed into the analysis; these must be
projected for 2030 both under the assumption that the share of renewables remains as today
and is increased to the desired 70%. Also, in order to analyse to which degree ELECTRIFIC can
help with today’s integration of RES, the grid status of today must be emulated for a situation
with 50% renewables. Currently (Nov. 2016) in Bavaria 16.8 GW of RES generation are installed
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as opposed to 10.9 GW which are non-renewable [BNA17] – this means that more than 50% of
installed capacity in Bavaria is renewable already, however as mentioned about the share at
electricity production is much lower.
The challenge here is to find the ideal level of granularity: Although BW manages more than
50% of the Bavarian low voltage grid, all 8 cities with more than 100.000 inhabitants (Munic,
Nurnberg, Augsburg, Regensburg, Ingolstadt, Würzburg, Fürth, Erlangen) are not part of the BW
grid. This renders representative simulation and/or analysis for Bavaria as a whole impossible on
the basis of BW data only. In order to mitigate this, it is necessary to get data from at least two of
the named cities, assuming that the other cities’ grids show similar behaviour.
For the same level of temporal, geographical and grid related granularity as the power demand
curves, the result should be a set of supply curves like the curve depicted in Figure 61.

Figure 61: Sample supply load curve.

Figure 62: Sample power supply and demand
curve.

II.3.3. Identify Geographical and Temporal Hotspots
Finally, supply and demand must be matched, so that it will be possible to identify hotspots,
where temporal high demand and geographical high demand overlap. The granularity of this
process is determined by the granularity of the information about power demand and supply,
which will be difficult to tune.
These hot spots need to be analysed in detail in order to determine how they can be best dealt
with – considering there is no ELECTRIFIC or other demand side management framework other
than regulation and congestion management services already in place.
This is more complex than illustrated in above Figure 62, as the correct level of counter
measures needs to be taken into account. If hotspots relate to a local congestion problem of a
power line, the correct level of reaction is to redispatch, increasing power from a generator at
one side and decreasing it on the other side of the power line without necessarily expanding the
baremetal grid infrastructure if the problem emerges only from time to time.
In other cases, it might be possible that the correct level of action is the TSO calling for
regulation services in which case the geographical position of the reaction from the power side is
irrelevant. And finally, it needs to be determined where it is necessary – also due to mandatory
security margins – to invest into additional grid infrastructure.
Determining the correct reaction to a hotspot is just one part of the challenge. The greater part is
to estimate the extent to which a reaction must be enacted, be it ancillary services or investment
into grid infrastructure.
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II.3.4. Determine Mitigation Cost
When finally all simulated hot spot events are thoroughly analysed, the cost that are connected
to their mitigation must be estimated. These come from different sources depending on the
nature of the hotspot and the counter measure.
There are different options for these counter measures: Basically, some costs are related to grid
management on TSO or DSO level, some cost are related to investment into new infrastructure
to satisfy increasing demand and finally some cost are related to the substitution of a fossile
energy source with a renewable energy source.

II.3.4.a. Grid Management Cost
Grid management cost can occur on several hierarchical levels. As all grid related cost are
transferred to the final customers via power grid fees, a severe obstacle for the realization of the
market potential is easily identified: under the current legislation grid operators have no incentive
to invest into (risky) demand response with EV or other consumers instead of investing into
(safe) new infrastructure or just implementing ancillary services.
Currently, in Germany these grid fees are triple as high for private households than for industry
customers (in 2016: 6.71 ct/KWh as opposed to 2,01ct/KWh)3 and have been slowly increasing
since 2009.
II.3.4.a.1. Regulation Services
Regulation services in Germany are mapped onto EU categories of primary, secondary and
tertiary regulation services, aiming at the maintenance of power quality with regards to frequency
upkeep. In Germany, as in Europe, frequency is fixed to 50Hz. Ancillary services are not
managed on DSO level, and only if the balancing of inflowing and outflowing electricity cannot
be managed on DSO level it is escalated to TSO level. The TSO then calls regulation services
which are fed into the system independently of the geographical location.
In the last years secondary and tertiary services have a declining trend, whereas primary
regulation services are slightly increasing. All together these services cost 316 mio € in 2015
(437 mio € in 2014). However, the effect of grid imbalances in Bavaria does not necessarily
directly turn into regulation services as the TSO activity depends on the status of the national
grid.
The regulation services are only executed for the net differences of all balancing party gaps
between forecast and reality. All balancing parties calculate amongst themselves the gaps that
are not netted out. The price for this internal calculation is called ”unified balancing price”
(”reBap”) and is an indicator for internal volatility of production or demand (e.g. wind power). In
2015 18 times this price exceeded 2.000€/MWh with the maximum being 6.343€/MWh. This
trend has been continously increasing over the years, even though the average is around
75€/MWh and is more or less constant, having slightly decreased between 2011 and 2014.
For the Bavarian case this price and balancing party imbalances might be used as an
approximation for necessary regulation services.
II.3.4.a.2. Redispatch cost
On the level of medium and low voltage grid, it is sometimes necessary to avoid or quickly react
to immediately impending congestion of physical power cables or to maintain voltage quality.
3

If not otherwise specified, the figures in this chapter are taken from [BNA17]
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This is done via so-called ”redispatch” methods: generation power is reduced at one location
and at the same time increased at the balancing location so that in sum the inflowing power
remains the same. In the last years, contrary to TSO regulation services, redispatch cost have
been continually growing, with 2015 culminating in overall 411 mio € in Germany due to a huge
amount of new wind power generation and windy weather. This resulted in the necessity to
execute redispatch measures on more than 330 days. For instance, in Altheim-Simbach, in
Bavaria, in 2015 177 GWh were redispatched for congestion reasons – these measures all in all
lasted over 300 hours! For voltage mainting reasons in Bavaria as a whole 108 GWh were
redispatched in 2015.
As redispatch cost is a huge chunk of system ancillary serives, also total ancillary services
(without RES integration cost) increased by 21% between 2014 and 2015 to 1,313 mio €.
II.3.4.a.3. Renewable integration cost
In Germany, renewable generation has the highest priority to be integrated into the power grid.
Sometimes, however, the power swings of uncontrollable sun and wind are so high that in order
not to damage the grid, some generation units are temporarily cut off the grid and thus wasted!
The power units generating this unused electricity are reimbursed for this waste. The value of
this reimbursement is of course lower than if the power could be used for a different value
creating activity!
Figure 63: Electricity generation from
RES.

Obviously, this management activity has
increased with the increase of
renewable energy integration – however,
the activity increased out of proportion,
considering that between 2009 and 2015
the generation of (EEG) 4 renewable
energy more than doubled from 74,9
TWh to 161,8 TWh (see Figure 63)
.Corresponding
integration
activity
mushroomed by a factor of more than 50 resulting in reimbursement cost of more than 450 mio
€! Most of the situations (>80%) however, were caused by congestion in the high voltage grid –
but the countermeasures had to be enacted in the lower voltage grid. From a geographical point
of view, most integration activity (>90%) occured due to wind volatility in northern Germany, not
yet in Bavaria; Bavaria had to deal with only 2 GWh of power limiting activities in 2015. For the
Bavaria simulation these cost can be estimated based on the grid and weather forecast more
easily than for the case of regulation services.

II.3.4.b. Infrastructure Investment
If congestions and imbalances prevail on specific power lines, the DSO will consider investment
into upgrading the infrastructure. Investment and operative cost for grid infrastructure of the 817
DSOs that answered to the Monitoring 2016 requests were 6,8 bn € in 2015 (6,2 bn € in 2014).
Investment planned for 2015 was considerably lower than the realized investment of 5,4 bn €.
Figures ”investment per km” are not available from monitoring reports and it is not possible to
disentangle the published data into upgrade into and new infrastructure so that it is able to
accommodate a new load versus other infrastructure investment e.g. for maintenance. For the
4

Not all renewable energy sources are covered by EEG measures [EEG14]
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simulation the link between hotspots and avoided infrastructure investment must be estimated
based on cost information of a lower granularity.

II.3.4.c. Power Generation Substitution
It is one of the explicit features of ELECTRIFIC that it will help at charging the battery with a
comparably high level of renewably produced electricity. Obviously, this depends not only on the
behaviour changes and micro charging characteristics instigated via ELECTRIFIC, but also on
the prevailing RES infrastructure and the weather. In Bavaria, with 10,9 GW renewable
generation vs. 16,8 GW non-renewable generation power, in 2015 already more than 50% of the
capacity was renewable – producing, however, only 40% of renewably sourced end
consumption of electricity. This shows that in order to substitute further 30% still a lot of
investment is necessary.
Considering these plans, the value of this substitution can be estimated by comparing the value
of a battery charge with the average energy mix against one charged to the highest possible
degree with renewable energy. At the ES Eon, one of the big 4 in Germany that best represents
the Bavarian market, in 2016 the energy mix was dominated by renewable energy sources
(41%), but still had a lot of coal (30%) and nuclear power (21%) [EON16]. In order to show how
ELECTRIFIC could support the increased integration of renewable electricity, in the quantitative
analysis first of all the optimal local levels of renewables need to be generated for some sample
regions, and then the various electricity production sources need to be tagged with the
according production cost and the two battery charges compared. In order to get an estimate for
Bavaria as a whole, this needs to be extrapolated with the number of EVs.

II.3.5. Simulating the Grid Behaviour
The beforehand described scenarios need to be validated, in which extend investments in
infrastructure can be reduced by ELECTRIFIC. This validation can be done using real measured
values from our two trial locations, where we install several measurement devices. A detailed
description of the trial locations and installed measurement devices can be found in D8.2. In
extend to that, we can use the power grid simulation tool PowerFactory [Dig17] by DIgSILENT in
order to calculate the overall, time-dependent load of a specific low voltage grid. For that, we
need to model the network plan of the particular low voltage grid within the simulation
environment and specify the simulation time and season. To each generation and load within the
low voltage grid we assign a load/generation profile. Such load profiles can be obtained from the
‘Bundesverband der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft’ (BDEW) [Bde17] in Germany. These
profiles distinguish between households, different types of industry/business and agriculture.
Normally, the BDEW profiles are used for demand calculation in the balancing circles. For more
detailed household load profiles, we can use the software ‘LoadProfileGenerator’ designed by
Pflugradt, N. et. al. [PfP12] or measured data provided by the University of Applied Sciences
HTW Berlin [Tj+15]. Anyway, we further need generation profiles for local renewable generation,
e.g. PV systems, for the simulation as well. Therefore, PowerFactory provides us an idealized
PV generation curve, which is calculated time and season depending, as well.
Using the network plan and the load/generation profiles we can simulate the grid behaviour of
e.g. one day, week or even several years. Within the simulation it is possible to place additional
charging operations and simulate different scenarios, e.g. once without controlling the charging
operations and once using ELECTRIFIC system. This simulation environment allows us to verify,
whether the use of ELECTRIFIC can avoid a necessary grid extension by controlling the whole
charging operation of one low voltage grid.
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III. STANDARDIZATION
As part of first standardization actions, in this report we have been dedicated to identifying the
technical standards that are being used in the different wps of the project. Standardization plays
a decisive role in European projects.
The standards are voluntary documents that define the technical or quality requirements that
may be met by current or future products, production processes, services or methods. They are
the result of a cooperative and voluntary process between the industry, the researchers, the
public authorities and other interested parties that collaborate within the framework of a system
based on openness, transparency and consensus.
Numerous studies point to the relationship between standardization and the growth of
productivity, trade and growth. European standardization was a real achievement and was one
of the driving forces behind the creation of the single market for products and services. One of
its advantages is that it allows interoperability between different networks and systems,
especially in the field of ICTs, which is why they are basic in the current era of information and
communication. In a digitized society, ICT-based solutions are used in all sectors of the
economy, as well as in everyday life. In the case of the automotive market, we are talking about
one of the major engines of the industry and its products are of daily use for a large majority of
citizens. It is therefore necessary that all ICT-based solutions, applications and services can
communicate with each other: they must be interoperable.
Standardizing the products that are produced in Europe with some speed is essential for them to
become an international standard and thus preserve the competitive advantage of being
pioneers. Thus, in summary, it can be said that European projects that aim to develop a product
or service should meet the following requirements:
-

Make their standards readily available to ensure interoperability between services and
applications in the field of ICT, so that Europe can take advantage of such technologies.

-

Collaborate so that European standardization continues to contribute significantly to the
European economy. Standards are powerful strategic tools that make companies
increase their competitiveness, not only because they serve to achieve a better and
faster penetration of the products but because they reduce production costs.

-

Standardization is also important to support the consolidation of the European single
market for products and services.

-

In order for standardization to be as effective as possible, it is necessary for the
maximum number of entities to collaborate in it. Therefore, standardization must be the
most inclusive possible process, in which all the participants commit themselves to the
fundamental values of openness, transparency and scientific solidity.

-

They support the competitiveness of European companies in the world market, by
allowing them to access foreign markets ...

In summary, the existing standards help codify and disseminate the latest advances in
technologies. They can facilitate the introduction of innovative products by providing
interoperability between new and existing products, services and processes. Following are those
that have been used to date by the consortium's technological partners in the different WPs.
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III.1. Overall Design, Common Management Model
and Prototype integration (WP3)
In the ELECTRIFIC project several well know frameworks and standards are used. In the
following section the most relevant and important standards are presented.

III.1.1. Microservices [LeF17]
The first standard, and the one that sets the subsequent standards is the Microservices
Architecture that ELECTRIFIC builds on. As a matter of facts there is no unique or precise
definition of what a Microservice architecture is. But there are certain common characteristics
that services that are called Microservices must share. The main attribute of a Microservices
architecture is the fact that the structure of an application is implemented as a collection of
loosely coupled services that expose and communicate through APIs. Microservices should be
lightweight and fine-grained with the aim to increase modularity and resilience of the system.
There is a misconception that Microservices can only use HTTP for their communication, this is
as a fact not true, there are many other protocols that can be used like RPC, events, messages,
streams, etc. What is true is that HTTP is the widest and most used protocol for Microservices
and this is also the case for ELECTRIFIC where we use the HTTP as the communication
protocol and REST services. Microservices Architecture sounds like a new kind of architecture
but actually it isn’t a new type of architecture, it’s a variation or reinterpretation of the ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA) style of applications that already exists for a long time.

III.1.2. HTTP
Described in RFC7230 [RFC14] the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application
communication protocol to exchange or transfer hypertext for distributed, collaborative,
and hypermedia information systems and it’s the main technology behind the World Wide Web.
Hypertext is a document that contains nodes containing text that are logically linked. These
logical links are also called hyperlinks.

III.1.3. REST
Representation state transfer or RESTful web services is an architectural style for designing
distributed systems. It’s actually not a standard as a standard is defined but a set of constraints.
REST is not strictly bound to HTTP, even though it is usually implemented with HTTP, it can use
any communication protocol that allows the use of methods. Since in ELECTRIFIC REST
services use HTTP methods we will focus on this version of REST services. The principles of
REST services are the following:
-

All operations are stateless; this means that the server does not store client context data
between requests. The client is responsible to hold the session state.
Representations are textual and data objects and attributes are represented in JSON or
XML.
Resources have a URI directory structure and can be reached by this URI.
The messages use explicitly the methods from HTTP as defined in RFC7230 as verbs:
o GET: requests a representation of the specified resource and should only be
used to retrieve data.
o POST: requests that the target resource process the entity enclosed in the
request according to the resource's own specific semantics.
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PUT: requests that an enclosed entity or representation be stored at the supplied
URI.
DELETE: deletes the specified resource.

III.1.4. OpenAPI
The purpose of the OpenAPI Specification, originally known as Swagger Specification, is to
provide a language-agnostic and machine-readable interface for RESTful web services. These
interfaces are files that fully describe and allow the production, consumption, and visualization of
REST APIs and provide a human and computer readable APIs that exposes all its functionality
without the need to access the source code or deep knowledge of the server implementation.
APIs that use an implementation of the OpenAPI interface files can keep code and
documentation in sync by using tools that automatically generate server implementations and
documentations [TOA17].

III.1.5. Swagger
Swagger [Get17] is formal implementation of the OpenAPI specification that is bounded to an
ecosystem of tools. Among those tools there is a front-end user interface (Swagger Editor) and
cloud storage (SwaggerHub), low-level libraries and commercial solutions. Swagger allows the
design of complex APIs in a human readable format that can automatically generate server
implementations.

Figure 64: Example of a Swagger Hello API in YAML [6].

III.1.6. JSON [RFC17] [ECM17]
JavaScript Object Notation or JSON, is a text-based, lightweight specification that defines a
small set of formatting rules to represent a language-agnostic portable data interchange format.
It is defined in two documents RFC7230 and ECMA-404. It is the language use to communicate
between Microservices.
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Figure 65: JSON Example [JSO17].

III.1.7. YAML [YAM17]
Its name stands for YAML Ain’t Markup Language. The current version 1.2 and third edition is a
superset of JSON and another human-readable minimalist data serialization language. It is
commonly used in configuration files and for communication between services. The difference
with JSON is that instead of brackets it uses indentation. This means that structure in a YAML
document is shown through indentation of one or more spaces, to denote sequence items a
dash is used, and colons are used to separate key value pairs within a map.
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Figure 66: YAML Example [YAM17].

III.2. Local
Grid
Management
and
Aggregation (Smart Charger) (WP4)

Data

In order for controlling the charging stations based on grid measurements and the output of a
smart charging algorithm, we need communication standards mainly between the following three
entities: The Distribution System Operator (DSO), the Charging Service Provider (CSP) and the
Charging Stations. The currently used open communication standards between these entities
are briefly described in the following section from a high level perspective. All technical details
about these standards will be a part of D4.1.

III.2.1. Distribution System Operator – Charging Service
Provider
III.2.1.a. OpenADR: Open Automated Demand Response
The OpenADR Alliance specified a Demand Response (DR) protocol [OPE17], which helps
utilities to maintain their grid reliability and enable customers to realize significant value by
responding on demand signals. OpenADR is an open and standardized way to communicate
Demand Response signals between the Distribution System Operator, the Energy Provider and
the customers. As against to proprietary solutions this open standard allows fast and easy
distribution to all kinds of application fields [OPE17b].
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III.2.1.b. OSCP 1.0: Open Smart Charging Protocol
This protocol is specifically designed for charging operations and EV charging load profiles. It is
used to communicate a 24 hour prediction of local available capacity to the Charging Station
Operators. Using this forecast, they generate charging profiles that match the available capacity
from the grid. Additionally, unused capacity can be ‘returned’ to the DSO or an extra amount of
capacity can be requested for a certain time. According to the authors, this mechanism leads to
a better scalability in terms of the number of charging points in the grid [OPE17c].

III.2.1.c. Adaption used in ELECTRIFIC
OpenADR is a ‘just-in-time’ solution to react on grid situations. Since the EV charging should be
a plannable task and we need forecasts to place reservations and to fulfil the predicted charging
operations, OpenADR does not fit the requirements of the project. Alike we are not using the
OSCP protocol directly, since the prediction of the available capacity is done inside the
ELECTRIFIC components and, secondly, we need to communicate forecasts that are not limited
to the available capacity, but also include the power quality of the grid. Therefore, we will adopt
the ideas of the OSCP and add our own extensions regarding the needs of the project.

III.2.2. Charging Service Provider (CSP) – Charging
Station
III.2.2.a. OCPP v1.5/1.6: Open Charge Point Protocol
The Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) enables communication between the charge point
(Charging Station) and a central system (Charging Station Operator). OCPP supports 25
different operations including reading meter values, remote configuration, remote start and stop
of charging processes, post and cancellation of reservation (only beginning from now) and
remote firmware update.
Among other changes, version 1.6 of OCPP introduces the functionality for smart charging via
load balancing and charge profiles, which can be set on the level of the charging station,
transaction (charging process) or connector [Error! Bookmark not defined.]. This smart
process can cause some delay in finishing the charging operation on time which can be a critical
point to the driver.

III.2.2.b. OCPP v2.0: Open Charge Point Protocol
Version 2.0 of the OCPP will be released in the fourth quarter of 2017, providing additional
functionalities for smart charging, e.g. vehicle to grid or external local smart charging signals,
and device management, e.g. payment terminals and the support for showing messages on
locally installed displays [Error! Bookmark not defined.]. Currently, nearly all (smart) charging
stations on the market support OCPP in version 1.5 or above. The result of a poll initiated in the
project, reveals that most of the charging station manufacturers will provide charging stations
with OCPP version 1.6 or higher in the future, which can be seen as a requirement for the
proposed smart charging in the project.
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III.3. EV Management and Data Aggregation
(Charging scheduler & battery health) (WP5)
III.3.1. ECU Communication
For the readout of EV driving data, the CAN bus standard (ISO 11898) is used, which originates
from the automotive industry and is thus predominant in cars but also in other vehicles or
embedded systems [CAN17]. The CAN bus is a standardized bus protocol which specifies the
way, ECUs are communicating with each other in the EV. Before CAN, long cable trees were
needed in the electrification of cars and thus adding weight to the vehicle [CAN17]. To minimize
the weight, the CAN bus only requires a twisted-pair cable consisting of two conductors, where
the single ECUs are connected to [CAN17]. The data itself is sent in form of defined voltage
levels, representing single bits, sequentially accumulating to binary data. By this property, every
ECU receives messages on the bus, which enables the readout of data passively. Also, each
endpoint serves as master, which is why an arbitration process is needed [Error! Bookmark not
defined.]. An extension of the CAN standard is provided with CAN FD, which increases the
transmission rate by using a flexible data length [CAN17b].

III.3.2. Bluetooth
In the Data Collection process of THD, EV driving data is sent wirelessly to the tablet via
Bluetooth from the CAN Bus logger. This spares the need for data cables on the EV dashboard.
This property is enabled by the wireless communication of Bluetooth specified in the standard
IEEE 802.15.1. As mostly peripherals are connected via Bluetooth, it is designed as masterslave protocol [BTT17], meaning that a master device is going to request data of slave devices,
configure or control them. For the data rate, a maximum of 780 kb/s with the first standards
including overhead is possible [Sau15], while three different classes of Bluetooth devices enable
a maximum range coverage from 10 up to 100 meters [Sau15]. The maximum data rate
however, depends significantly on the number of connected endpoints as well as their activity
[Sau15]. Bluetooth started with a 1.0 specification, but now has passed multiple standards,
leading to the current 5.0 version on 06/12/2016.

III.3.3. Mobile Communication Systems
The InCarApp of THD is one component of ELECTRIFIC which requires to have a
communication with the THD Data Log Server in order to store driving data. A more detailed
description of the InCarApp can be found in D5.1, section II.1.3. The app can be related to
layers 5 to 7 of the OSI model (see Figure 67), which is used to define and encapsulate the
functionality of the different layers present in internet technology, and is therefore independent of
the actual mobile communication. The choice of network is depending on the current network
availability. However, the SIM Cards in the tablets connect to the German D2-Net of Vodafone,
which includes GSM, UMTS and LTE.
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Figure 67: The OSI model [OSI17]

GSM started in the years after 1990 and was the foundation system for UMTS. It is, similarly to
the conventional telephone network a circuit switching system, which allows direct and exclusive
connections between users and endpoints. Since it is derived from telephone networks,
communications are initiated once the connection is established. To close the connection, one
endpoint needs to “hang up”. Because not only voice services were needed in the last years,
there were protocols such as GPRS, which is a packet oriented data service.
Table 10: Overview of the data rates different mobile standards [MoI17]

Protocol

Data Rate

GSM GPRS

53.6 kbit/s

UMTS

384 kbit/s

UMTS HSPA

7.2 Mbit/s

LTE

300 Mbit/s

To unify the benefits of prior protocols, UMTS then combined the functionality of GSM and
GPRS. Also, it allows a higher data transmission rate, as shown in Table 10. Due to many
updates on UMTS, its extensions lead to the terminology HSPA. When increasing the data rate,
a delay of the transmitted packets can be observed because of a radio electrical effect called
multipath fading. Here, some packets are received as copy with a certain delay because of the
deflection of the waves on physical objects in their way. Due to this limitation, LTE was
developed. This standard now divides high data rates of packets into multiples of packets with
slower data rate, reducing multipath fading to a sufficient level. [Sau15]

III.4. Advance EV Driver
(ADAs) (WP7)

Assistance

Services

III.4.1. OpenStreetMap
OpenStreetMap [OPE17d] [WIK17] is a free map of the whole world created by a community of
volunteers. It is modified, updated and extended continuously by the volunteers. Beside the
manual data inputs, also advanced techniques are used to make the map more accurate, e.g.
mapping from GPS tracks or high-resolution aerial images. Hundreds of different projects use
the OpenStreetMap data (complete list can be seen here [WIK17b]).
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OpenStreetMap can also be considered a de facto standard for representing geographical data.
Maps in the OpenStreetMap format are composed of four types of elements:


Nodes represent locations with WGS 84 [WIK17c] (latitude, longitude) coordinates.
Nodes can be used in ways or relations, or they can represent objects such as trees, or
bus stops.



Ways are ordered list of nodes. Lists can represent linear structures such as roads and
rivers, or if the list is a polygon (the first and the last node are identical), they can
represent spatial features such as buildings, forests or lakes.



Relations are ordered lists of nodes, ways and/or relations that are called members.
Relations represent logical structures such as administrative boundaries, bus routes or
multipolygons. Each element in a relation can have a defined role (a string) describing
which part of the relation the element is.



Tags are key-value string pairs assigning properties to the previous three element types.
Each element can have an unlimited number of tags describing its characteristics. A tag
can be an arbitrary key-value string pair but there is a set of recommended tags
[WIK17d] to be used with the most common features, e.g. highway=motorway,
highway=secondary, amenity=school, etc.

Two formats are used for data transfers – We use XML (.osm) format and the other is Protocol
Buffer Binary Format (.pbf).
In the project, we use OpenStreetMap as the source of data about the topology of the transport
network. For this purpose, we extract ways and corresponding nodes tagged by the ‘highway’
key with relevant values (motorway, primary, secondary, etc.). We filter out the remaining
elements out using Osmosis [WIK17e] tool. Unfortunately, OpenStreetMap does not contain
elevation data in general. To enrich the OpenStreetMap data, we therefore use the SRTM plugin
[GIT17] for Osmosis, which uses data from the NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
[JPL17] and adds the ‘elevation’ tag to every node.
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V. ANNEX
V.1. Market for Increasing EV Battery Health and
Lifespan
One of the identified market potentials for ELECTRIFIC is situated in the battery market: EV
batteries contain various chemical compounds and thus, they embody a hazard for the
environment. To tackle this hazard and reuse as many compounds as possible, the batteries are
recycled. However, nowadays it is not possible to recycle a battery completely. To monitor how
efficient the current recycling processes are, the EU introduced Regulation 493/2012 [EUC12]
that defines how the recycling efficiency should be calculated and how to report the calculations
to the national authorities. The ETS and specifically the developed charging and discharging
algorithms are intended to increase the battery health and prolonging the lifespan of the battery.
In this document, assessment of this market is only considered superficially. As a first step, we
analyse the present and future market conditions of the battery market.
Current Market Conditions (2015-2020)
Currently, the dominant two battery technologies used for EVs are Li-ion batteries and Sodium
Nickel Chloride (ZEBRA) batteries. Thereby, Li-ion batteries provide the largest segment of
commercial batteries for BEVs [ARP09, Ba+08, Tar10, UKT08, GCC10]. Additionally, ZEBRA
batteries are not applicable for privately owned BEVs in an economically feasible way. This is,
because ZEBRA batteries have a high internal operating temperature between 300°C and
350°C [Lu+10]. This temperature has to be maintained even when the car is not in use. Thus,
ZEBRA batteries are also feasible for use in commercially used or public transport vehicles,
because these types of vehicles are in use most of their lifetime [THI10].
In 2016 the average estimated battery pack cost was around 227 $/kWh [McK17]. This is a
significant reduction of price since 2012. In 2011 a Li-ion battery pack had costs of 700-1200
$/kWh [GAn12], whereas the cost for ZEBRA battery packs was already around 600$/kWh in
2012 [Ka+07, UKT08]. This is still one of the numerous disadvantages of BEVs. The high battery
cost make BEVs much more expensive in purchase compared to traditional Internal Combustion
Engine Vehicles (ICEVs). It is also important to mention that battery costs for PHEVs are usually
1.3 to 1.5 times higher than the costs for BEVs per kWh. However, according to experts this
discrepancy is likely to shrink in the future [Mi+13].
Another hurdle that hamper the breakthrough of BEVs is the driving range. At the moment, the
driving range of BEVs and PHEVs is rather limited, because of the limited power capacity of the
available batteries. In 2015 Li-ion batteries had a specific energy of 150 Wh/kg and a specific
power of 400 W/kg [Ka+07, ARP09, CAR09, Ba+08, And10]. Whereas, ZEBRA battery packs
offered a specific energy of 130 Wh/kg and a specific power of 230 W/kg [Ka+07, ARP09, Tar10,
Lu+10, DoE07]. These numbers have to increase significantly, in order to make BEVs
competitive to the driving range of ICEVs.
Another challenge is the currently rather short life time and small amount of charging cycles of
the batteries. Due to the high amount of dangerous chemicals and metals used in batteries, they
should get recycled completely. Currently, the regulatory target is a recycling efficiency of 65%
for lead-acid batteries, 75% for nickel-cadmium batteries, and 50% for Li-ion batteries in weight
[EUP06]. Thus, the lifetime and charging cycles a battery can take should increase significantly
and additionally, the recycling process for batteries has to be improved. Furthermore, the
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maintenance cost for BEVs would shrink significantly, when the lifetime of the batteries would
increase, because the owner does not have to purchase several new battery packs. In 2015 a
Li-ion battery had a lifetime of seven years and a charging cycle life of 1000 cycles [Ka+07,
ARP09, CAR09, Ba+08, And10]. In contrast, the lifetime of a ZEBRA battery was 15 years in
2015 and also a charging cycle life of 1000 cycles [Ka+07, ARP09, Tar10, Lu+10, DoE07].
However, although R&D could theoretically improve battery packs a lot, it is still a notable risk to
invest in the development of batteries. There are several investment risk factors that hamper the
willingness to invest into the development of battery packs. One very important factor is that it is
still unsure whether EVs will become accepted widely, because there still will be some higher
costs that customers have to pay when purchasing an EV instead of a comparable ICEV
[EAA13]. Therefore, it should be considered to change the classical selling model in the
automotive sector to one where the batteries are not purchased completely but rented instead
[EAA13]. This would lead to a significant reduction of the initial purchase price and reduces the
risk of having to purchase a new battery if the old one fails.
As EVs contain large batteries, they are also affected by the battery legislation. In Germany, this
is handled in the Batteries Act (BattG) from 2009, which lays down the EU Directive 2006/66/EC
in German law. The Batteries Act requires manufacturers and importers to take back waste
batteries for recycling or dispose. Furthermore, it sets limits on the use of mercury and cadmium
in new batteries.
Estimated Future Market Conditions (2030)
Besides the currently dominating Li-ion and ZEBRA batteries, in the future there will be also
other types of batteries, which are providing promising research results in current research
[ARP09, Ba+08, Tar10, UKT08, GCC10]. The most promising additional types are Li-S, Zn-air,
and Li-air batteries. These are expected to reach much better performance values than Li-ion
and ZEBRA batteries, especially in specific energy. Furthermore, Zn-air and Li-air batteries are
much better for the environment, because they use the oxygen of the surrounding air and
therefore, save possibly rare or dangerous chemicals or metals.
Due to learning curve benefits and increase of the production volume for EV battery packs, the
prices for battery packs is expected to decrease. For 2030 the price for an average battery pack
has the potential to drop below 100 $/kWh [McK17].
Besides the improvements in the price, Li-ion batteries are expected to improve their other
performance values significantly as well. In 2025 a specific energy of 250 Wh/kg and a specific
power of 500 W/kg is expected. Also, the lifetime will increase to possibly 3000 charging cycles
and 12 years in 2025 [Ka+07, ARP09, CAR09, Ba+08, And10]. Similarly, ZEBRA batteries are
expected to improve their specific energy to 200 Wh/kg and their specific power to 320 W/kg by
2025. Furthermore, they are expected to increase their charging cycle life to 1500 cycles. The
lifetime is not expected to increase and thus, stays at 15 years.
Nevertheless, the alternative types are expected to outperform Li-ion and ZEBRA batteries by
far in specific energy. The best value for specific energy is expected for Li-air batteries, which
could reach 1000 Wh/kg until 2025 [Tar10, ANL07, Zh+10, KEE10, Bul09, Ku+14]. All other
performance values are still very uncertain and cannot be predicted reliably yet.
Through all these improvements, one can expect that BEVs can compete with traditional ICEVs
successfully in the future. The range will increase significantly, because the specific energy
increases a lot. This increase also enables a large reduction of the battery weight needed, which
increases the driving range even further. The increased lifetime will also influence the success
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by decreasing the maintenance cost and additionally, will help to run BEVs environmentally
friendly.
Evaluation and Outlook
Nowadays, EV batteries (typically Li-Ion) can either be bought or leased (see D2.2, section
II.2.1), although these business models and related contracts might change in the future (see
D2.2, section IV.1.2). When buying an EV with included battery, the battery can make up to
about one quarter or more of the overall purchase price. Additionally, the lifespan of the battery
is typically shorter than the EV’s: 7 years or 1000 charging cycles. This also leads to high EV
maintenance costs, if the battery has to be replaced. Another possible way of acquiring the EV
battery is leasing. If the battery is leased, the EV owner is not the owner of the battery, which
instead is owned by the Battery Leaser (BL). Assumed, the ELECTRIFIC solution is able to slow
the battery health degradation and to increase its lifespan, this leads to financial benefits in both
cases. Which of the stakeholders directly benefits from these effects depends on the business
models and contract types (also see D6.1).
Despite this potential, the costs of batteries per kWh and as a result, also the percentage of
battery costs of the overall EV costs already shrank in the last years. It ought to decrease further
in the upcoming years until 2030. Additionally, the lifespan of the batteries will be increased in
the future and new, more efficient battery technologies are on the rise. Still, improving the
battery health and lifespan will bear a lot of financial potential and market size.
Within the ELECTRIFIC project it is not yet exactly clear, if and how (in which component), we
will be able to improve the battery’s health. Because of this issue, we plan to analyze this
potential market more thoroughly later in the project in the next iteration of the market analysis.
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